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Preface and Summary 
In this thesis we consider several problems regarding the Taylor coefficients 
of functions, analytic in the unit disk. One of the main topics in complex 
function theory (of one variabele) is the estimation of coefficients of functions in 
a given class. A famous example is Bieberbach's conjecture, dating from 1916, 
which asserts that the Taylor coefficients of each function of class S satisfy the 
inequality | o
n
| < n. We consider several classes of bounded analytic functions 
omitting a certain value. 
If we know that in a given class W, all functions are uniformally bounded, 
i.e. there exists M > 0 such that \f{z)\ < Μ (ζ e Δι , ƒ € W), then it follows 
that the coefficients of each ƒ € W satisfy |an | < M. 
In case we have no other constraints on the functions in the class W, it 
immediately follows that the bound \an\ < M is sharp, i.e. there exists ƒ G W 
(namely ƒ : ζ —» Mzn) for which we have equality. It is natural to ask what 
happens if we have other constraints on W. 
The class B* is defined as 
Β * = { / € Η ( Δ 1 ) | 0 < | / | < 1 } 
so the additional constraint is here that ƒ e В* does not vanish. 
The problem of finding sharp upper bounds for the coefficients is not easy. 
Krzyz conjectured that | a
n
| < - (n e Ν). We prove this conjecture for the first 
four coefficients. Furthermore, we consider several other classes of functions, all 
closely related to the class B*. 
Several techniques are used, such as the subordination principle, Schur's 
method (in a revised version) and variational methods. Furthermore, some 
estimates are derived by using some heavy, but elementary calculus: 
Since the problem of finding the sharp estimate for the Krzyz-conjecture 
may be viewed as а попНпеагг coefficient problem over the class Ρ it follows 
that the calculations involved become rapidly fairly complex. This seems to be 
the nature of the problem. When using a computer one easily checks that some 
inequalities must hold. Unfortunately, proving them can sometimes involve 
some heavy calculations. 
We believe that using a computer can help solving complex problems, but 
we have also experienced that a careful analysis of the problem reduces its use 
to the right proportions. 
For example, see Theorems 2.5 and 2.6. At first we were only able to prove 
them using some mysterious calculus, obtained with a computer. Fortunately, 
after many discussions, we were able to dispose part of the proof, replacing it 
by an application of (the beautiful) Lemma 2.5. 
Now, almost all computer calculations have been removed, in favour of more 
elegant methods, except perhaps for the Krzyz-conjecture in case η = 4. We 
hope to return to that topic in the near future. 
IX 
In chapter 1 several tools are introduced; they will be needed in the rest of 
the thesis. Most of them, such as the subordination principle and variational 
methods, are well-known. We introduce them in order to keep this thesis as 
much self-contained as possible. Some classes of functions, related to the class 
B* are introduced, including the well-known classes Ρ and S. We prove severed 
theorems concerning relations between the various classes. Here again, we have 
tried to keep the proofs self-contained. 
Furthermore, we show how we can restate Schur's method (a result of Camp-
schroer [4]); This method will be the key to the proofs given for the Krzyz-
conjecture. 
In chapter 2 we consider the class B* in depth. We characterize the extremal 
functions for the Krzyz-conjecture. This characterization is then used to deduce 
a uniform upper bound for the coefficients of functions in B*. We develop a 
method to obtain a sharp estimate for the first two coefficients of functions in 
the class B* which is also used to prove a theorem concerning early coefficients 
of functions ƒ which map Δι into an annulus. The rest of the chapter is devoted 
to the Krzyz-conjecture for the first four coefficients. 
In chapter 3 we consider the subclass of B*, consisting of the univalent elements. 
The extra constraint of univalency makes things much more difficult. We can 
only give sharp upper bounds for the first two coefficients. The proof concerning 
the second coefficient is quite elaborate, but elementary. It is based on the proof 
given by Prokhorov and Szynal [24]. Their proof is computer-based, but by con­
sidering things more carefully, we could eliminate all computer calculations. In 
the second part of the chapter we give an estimate for the third coefficient of 
univalent B* elements, having real coefficients. The method used here, is based 
on the work of Tammi [29]. 
Finally, in chapter 4 we consider the subclass of B", consisting of the polyno­
mial elements. We prove that this class is a dense subclass of B*. Working 
with polynomials has the advantage that one can obtain information about the 
coefficients from the location of the zeros of the functions. We consider the 
subclass P r containing only those polynomials who have all their zeros on Γι. 
We prove (part of) a conjecture raised by SafF and Sheil-Small which relates 
the coefficients of a P r function to the coefficients of a B* function. The last 
part of this chapter is devoted to polynomial elements of degree 3, with real 
coefficients. We give sharp upper bounds for the coefficients of those functions. 
It turns out that the extremal functions are quite unexpected. 
χ 
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Let Η(Δι) denote the set of functions ƒ, holomorphic in Δ ι . If ƒ € if (Δι) , its 









 " J 0 * . 
If W is a subset of Η(Δι), we define 
/ ( n ) (0) A
n
(W) = sup 
few 
(n = 0,1,2,...). 
W с Η(Δι) is called rotation-invariant if from ƒ e W it follows that for all 
κ,ζ 6 Γι the functions fK¿ : ζ —> κ/(ξζ) are also elements of W. Note that if 
ТУ is a rotation-invariant subset of Η(Δι), then 
/ ( n ) ( 0 ) 
A
n
(W)= SUp J—Ρ (77 = 0,1,2,...). 
In this thesis we shall study A
n
(W) for several subsets W of ί/(Δι) . Most 
of them are closely related to the subset B*: 
Β * = { / € Η ( Δ 1 ) | 0 < | / | < 1 } . 
Note that B* is rotation-invariant. 
1 
The problem to determine Л
П
(В*) was proposed by J. Krzyz [13], who also 
conjectured that 
Conjecture (Krzyz): For η > 1: Л
П
(В*) = | . 
(Of course Αο(Ώ*) — 1). The conjectured value is attained by the( functions 
/^:^ís«p(^)=K(i + fíz--l{z'- + ...) («.fer,) 
and no others. 
1.2 History and Conjectures 
The Krzyz-conjecture for η = 1,2 is not difficult to prove. Krzyz himself, 
amongst others, proved it. (In this thesis, it follows immediately from Theorem 
2.5). 
Hummel et al. [11] were the first to prove it for η = 3. Their proof is 
quite elaborate and makes use of a variational method. Prokhorov and Szynal 
[24] state that they are able to prove it using some estimates which were also 
deduced by Campschroer [4], pp. 34-37. We give a very elementary proof in 
Theorem 2.7. 
Several authors (Brown [3], Delin Tan [5]) claim that they proved the Krzyz-
conjecture for η — 4 but fail to give (full) details. We shall give a proof in 
Theorem 2.10. For larger n, the Krzyz-conjecture still remains unknown to be 
true. 
Hummel et al. [11] also consider the subclass В ^ С В* consisting of those 
elements of B* which are univalent. They conjecture: 
Conjecture (Hummel, Scheinberg and Zalcman): For η > 1: A function 
ƒ € By which maximizes А
п
(Ъц) maps Δι onto Αχ slit radially from 0 to the 
boundary. 
We shall look at this class in depth in Chapter 3. The Hummel-conjecture 
in case η = 1 was first proved by MacGregor (unpublished). We prove it in 
Theorem 3.1. 
Prokhorov and Szynal [24] determined ^ ( B y ) but their proof is far from 
elegant and heavily computer-based. Our proof (Theorem 3.2), again, is ele­
mentary. 
Since the polynomial elements of B* form a dense subclass of B* (this will 
be shown in Theorem 4.1) it is natural to consider this subclass in depth. Saff 
and Sheil-Small [27] consider the subclass of those polynomials whose zeros lie 
on Γχ. They conjecture: 
2 
Conjecture (SafF and Sheil-Small): For η > 1; 
гч - - . 1 
^ ( P 1 ) < с < -
We prove this conjecture in Chapter 4 using a result due to Horowitz [10]. 
1.3 General Properties 
1.3.1 T h e Topology on Я ( Δ ι ) 
ìi f, g e Η ( Δ ι ) we define 
oo 





, l i l + \f(z)-g(z) 
Then d is a metric on Я(Ді) . 
We therefore can define a topology Τ on Н ( Д і ) , derived from this metric. It is 
easy to verify that convergence with respect to d is the same as locally uniform 
convergence. The topology Τ will be used throughout the sequel. 
1.3.2 E x t r e m a l Functions for Л„(В*) 
Let η € N. Let W be a subset of Я ( Д і ) . 
σο 
We call ƒ e W extremal for A
n
(W) if f(z) = ^ α , ζ · ' and »e a
n
 = An(W). 
At forehand it is not clear whether an extremal function for Л ^ В * ) exists, but 
fortunately this is the case. 




(See Duren [6], pp. 9-10). 
The set F = {ƒ | ƒ € B* or ƒ Ξ 0} is compact. Furthermore, the mapping 
4>
n
:F -» R 
^ fte /("HO) 
3 
is continuous. Therefore φ
η
 attains its maximum at some point of F. Since 
ƒ = 0 certainly does not maximize φ
η
, there exists ƒ G В*, f {ζ) — yjoji- 7, 
j=o 
such that 




Define Во С Η ( Δ ι ) by 
Bo = {w e Η ί Δ Ο I u;(0) = 0,|w| < 1}. 
Suppose f,g £ Η(Δι) and /(0) = g{0). Furthermore, suppose that ƒ is umva-
lent (i.e. mjective) and that <7(Δι) С /(Δι) . Then 
ш :z -» / _ 1 05(2) ( z e A i ) 
is well-defined and is an element of Bo- From Schwarz' lemma it follows that 
\w(z)\ < \z\ for all 2 € Δι and this implies that ^(Δ^) С f(A
r
). This is the 
so-called subordination principle. In a slightly more general setting: 
Definition: Let f,g € H(Ai), f(0) = g(0). g is said to be subordinate to f, if 
there exists a w € Bo such that g — f o w. 
If we know that t/ is subordinate to ƒ, we can derive many properties of g from 
those of ƒ. For example, we have just seen that for each г € (0,1): 
9(Ar) ç / (Δ,) . 
From this we immediately find: 
• wm < i/'(o)i, 
• M00(rtg)<Mao(rtf). 
Littlewood [16] showed that the result stated above can be extended to 
Theorem 1.2 Let f,g € Η(Δι), let g be subordinate to ƒ. Then for all 
ρ 6(0,00); 
Mp(r,g)<Mp(T,f) ( r e (0,1)). 
5<ric< inequality holds for all r unless f is constant or g is a rotation of f (i.e. 
g(z) = f{Kz), \K\ = 1, ζ € A J . 
4 
Proof: 
See Duren [6], pp. 191-192. 
Taking ρ = 2 in Theorem 1.2 we find: 
Corollary 1.1 If ftg € Η(Δι) and if g is subordinate to f, 
OO OD 
/(2) = 5Іа*2\</(2) = ^ 6 к г \ then 
k = l k = l 
f>l2 <f>i2. 
k=l k=l 
Rogosinski [25] proved the stronger results: 










* = 1 fc=l 
Moreover, if both f and g are univalent then for all η £ Ν ; 
η η 
2 5>|b*|2<]rfc|afc 
k = l k=l 
1.3.4 T h e C l a s s Ρ 
Define Ρ С Я ^ ) by 
Ρ = {ƒ € ЩАг) I /(0) = 1, »e f(z) > 0 (ζ € Δ,)} . 
For example, ƒ : ζ —» ^ € P. 
OO 
(Note that ¡^ = 1 + V^ 2z;). This function indeed is an important member 
of the class Ρ which can be seen from the following theorem: 
T h e o r e m 1.4 Let ρ € P . Then ρ is subordinate to f : ζ —» frf • 
Proof: 
Let ρ e P . Define w : ζ —» (^fe-· Then w € BQ and ρ = f ow. 
5 
Corollary 1.2 If ρ € Ρ then 
• £ й < IPWI < f $ | (ζ e A,), 
• |p'(0)| < 2. 
Let ƒ e B * , / ( * ) = ^ a
n
2 n . 
Since ƒ / 0 in Αι and Δι is simply connected, there exists a function g G # ( Δ ι ) 
such that ƒ = exp(<7). Since \f\ < 1 in Δχ, there exist ρ e Ρ , α > 0, к € Γχ such 
that ƒ = к · exp(-ap). 
Theorem 1.5 Lei g G В*. ГЛеп <? is subordinate to f : ζ —> к • exp ( - Q j í f ) 
with a = - log |g(0)|, к = ^ j . 
Proof: 
Trivial. 
Corollary 1.3 |з'(0)| < 2ae~a where a = -log\g(0)\. 
From this we see that coefficient problems for the class B* are closely related 
to those for the class P. 
Theorem Ι.β (Herglotz Representation) Let ρ G P. Then there exists a 
positive unit measure μ on [0, 2π) such that 
PW = Γ ^^Mt) (И < i)- (i-i) 
Jo ζ — e 
Proof: 
See Herglotz [9], Pommerenke [23]. 
Note: On the other hand, if μ is a positive unit measure on [0, 2π) it is easy to 
verify that a function defined eis in (1.1) is an element of P. 
Theorem 1.7 (Caratheodory) Let ρ G Ρ, p(z) = 1 + У^ с, г·7. 
Then 
Ы < 2 , VJ'GN. 
6 
If, for any j , ¡Cjl ~ 2, then ρ is of the form 
e ' - ζ fc = l 
for some a € [0,2π] and λι,Α2,...,λ7 > 0 with /jAfc = 1. 
* = i 
Proof: 
Write p{z)= -~-^άμ{ή, (|z| < 1). Then 
Jo z e 
c, = 2 / e - J ' d p ( t ) . 
Therefore 
i 2 i r 
\cj\<2 άμ(ί) = 2. 
Jo 
We have equality if and only if e_ I J Í is constant on the support of μ. Therefore, 
μ must be a sum of point measures whose support is at points of the form 
α + — . From this the theorem follows. 
Theorem 1.8 Let ρ € Я(Д 1 ) , p(z) = 1 + 5 ^ CjZ3. Define 
J = l 
CJ = cZy ( i < 0 ) , 
Co = 2 . 
Then ρ € Ρ tf and only if for all η € N and all XQ, λχ,..., λ
η
 e С 
^2 Cfc-iAfcÀ, > 0. 
k,l=0 
Proof: 
Suppose ρ € P . 
Then according to Theorem 1.6, there exists a positive measure μ such that 
C j = 2 ¡\-^άμ(ί) (jGZ(!)) 
Therefore, for all η € N and λρ, λχ,..., λ,, e С: 
7 
Γ \¿\ke-'kt dß(t) = f (¿Afce-*,£A,e*,1)d/i(<) (1.3) Jo
 \k=o J° \k=o 1=0 I 
= Σ,Σ,ΧΑ Γ e-v-vdßd) 
k=0 ι=ο •'0 
1 " — 
Since μ is a positive measure the L.H.S. of (1.3) (and therefore the R.H.S. of 
(1.4)) is non-negative. 
Now suppose that for all η € Ν, and all λο,λι, ...,A
n
 € С we have: 
Σ Cfc-iAfeA, > 0. 
fe,1=0 
Then, by taking Ац = zk (к € Ν) and η —> oo, we see that for all \z\ < 1 : 
0 < Σ ck-i^ 
k,l-0 
= 2¿|2|2*+2Jief; f; с^.и»^-" 
fe=0 fc=0l=k+\ 
OO OO OO 
І!=0 fc=0 j = l 
2 2 „ ^ 
1 - \z\2 1 - z 2 ¿ ^ J 
2 ^ / 4 3îep(2). 
ι - к 
Therefore Ke ^(z) > 0 (z e Δ ι ) . Since p(0) = 1, it follows from the 
maximum modulus principle that ììep(z) > 0, ( z e Δχ), i.e. ρ G P. 
1.3.5 The Class В 
Define В с Я ( А 1 ) by 
Β = { / € Η ( Δ 1 ) | | / ( ζ ) | < 1 ( Ζ Ε Δ Ο } . 
For example ƒ : ζ —> ζ € Β. 
Moreover, for every α e Δι , ƒ„ : ζ —» ^f=^ € В. 
8 
As with the classes Ρ and B*, subordination theorems can be successfully ap­
plied to the class B: 
Theorem 1.9 Let g e В, о = д(0). 
Then g is subordinate to /_
a
 : ζ —> Л ^ . 
Proof: 
Define ID : ζ -> ^~\. 
Then w ё BQ and g — ƒ_„ о u>. 
• 
Corollary 1.4 Let g € В, о = д(0). Then: 
• |fl'(0)| < 1 - |α | 2 (Pick's Lemma), 
. m a x ( 0 , J ^ ) < | 5 ( z ) | < ^ ± ^ . 
Corollary 1.5 Let g € B,g(z) = ^TajZ3. Then: 
71 
^ | α ; | 2 < 1 - ( 1 - | α 0 | 2 ) | α ο | 2 " , Vn G N. 
j = 0 
• 
(For η = 1, this is Pick's Lemma again). 
oo η 
Theorem 1.10 Let f e Η(Δι) ,/(ζ) = ^ α , ζ - ' . Define s
n
(z) = ^ α , ζ - ' . 
Then the following are equivalent: 
1. ƒ € B . 
2. 
Σ.Φ) <n + l, (Vz € A i . V n e N ) . 
η 
J. 5 ^ | ί , ( ζ ) | < η + 1, ( V z e A b V n e N ) . 
j = 0 
η 
4-^2\sj(z)\2 <n + l, ( V z e A b V n e N ) . 
Proof: 
See Landau [14], pp. 22-25. 
9 
Note that, if ƒ e В, then g : ζ —» ζ f (ζ) is an element of BQ. On the other 
hand, if ƒ e BQ, then g : ζ —» ^~ is an element of В. 
We have already seen a correspondence between the classes B" and P . 
The correspondence between Ρ and BQ is obvious: 
ƒ é Во о ^ e P. 
From this: 
ƒ e В* <^ ƒ = Aexp ( Q · - — - ] , |A| = 1, α > 0, w e BQ. 
V w + 1/ 
1.3.6 T h e Class S 
Define S с Я ^ ) by 
S = {ƒ e Я ( Д 1 ) I /(0) = 0, /'(0) = 1, f is injective}. 
For example ƒ : ζ —»
 ( 1_
z
z )i € S. 
Note : An analytic, injective function is usually called univalent or schlicht. 
The class S is a very famous subclass of H(Ai). Many books on the class S 
have been written, see e.g. Duren [6], Pommerenke [23]. 
The function ƒ mentioned above is called the Koebe function and has the 
oo 
property that f(z) = У^пг™. Bieberbach [1] conjectured: 
n = l 
oo 
Conjecture (Bieberbach): Let ƒ e S, f (ζ) = ^ α
η
ζ " . Then for all η € Ν: 
η = 1 
ΚΙ < η. 
He showed that this is true for η — 2 (1916). 
Since then, the conjecture has attracted many mathematicians. 
Loewner was the first to introduce an important tool, the now so-called Loewner 
differential equation: 
Theorem 1.11 To each smgle-sht mapping ƒ there exists a family of mappings 
ƒ( ,<)(<£ [Ο,οο)) such that for every t € [Ο,οο), ƒ( ,<) is an element of В and 
such that 
• f satisfies the differential equation 
д ! + *(<)ƒ 
dtJ Tl-K{t)f 
where к{і) is a continuous function with \к(і)\ = 1, 
10 
. / ( 2 , 0 ) - г , 
• lim etf(z,t) = f (г) (\z\ < 1), uniformly on compact sets. 
i—*co 
Since the single-slit mappings form a dense subclass of S (see Duren [6], pp. 
80-81) it follows that we may restrict ourselves to functions generated by the 
differential equation given above. 
With the aid of his equation, Loewner was able to prove the Bieberbach 
Conjecture for η = 3 (1923) (see Loewner [19]). 
To follow history, Garabedian and Schiffer [8] proved it for η = 4 (1955), 
Pederson [20] for η = 6 (1968) and Pederson and Schiffer [21] for η = 5 (1972). 
Finally, in 1984 de Branges [2] astonished the whole mathematical world by 
proving it for all n, using the Loewner differential equation and Hilbert space 
techniques. 
1.4 Schur's Method 
There exists a very elegant way to derive coefficient (in-)equalities for functions 
in B. (And from these, (in-)equalities will follow for the classes B* and Ρ as 
well). The method goes back to Schur [28] and has later been revised by several 
authors (see Garnett [7], Campschroer [4], pp. 16-18). 
Let η 6 N and let Gl(n) denote the space of η χ η-matrices. Define 
Tn-.HiAt) ^ Gl(n) 
«ад»., - {:,., j ; j 
oo 
where f(z) — Vjafc2fc. 
k = 0 
Then T
n









{g) for all f,g € Я(Ді) (see Campschroer [4], 
p. 17). 
In C n we have the euclidean norm || || : 
η 
||2||2 = (z,2) = 5 > , | 2 
t = l 
where ζ = (z1,Z2,...,zn). 
(Here ( , ) denotes the usual inner product on C n ) . With the aid of this norm 
we will compare matrices, and therefore elements of H(Ai) with each other. 
11 
Definition: Let Л, β € Gl(n). We say that В majorizes A (m Schur's sense) 
if for all ζ e С " ; ||Аг|| < | |ßz| | . Notation: A < В. 
Definition: Let f,g € H(Ai). We say that g majorizes ƒ (m Schur's sense) if 




(g). Notation: f < д. 
The following theorem can easily be proved: 
T h e o r e m 1.12 (Campschroer) Let A,B,C € Gl{n). If A < В then 
1. AC < ВС, 
2. If С <C /„ then CA <C В (I
n
 is the identity-matrix on Cn ) , 
3. for all г e Δι we have A - zB <C В - ζ A, 
<-<M-(Î ; ) - " - ( ; ι)-
(w e С " - 1 , хфО, АиВі € G J ( n - l ) ) , <Леп УІ! < ß i . 
• 
We can rewrite the result of Theorem 1.8 as follows: 
Theorem 1.13 Let ρ € Η(Δι), p(0) = 1. Then ρ e Ρ if and only if for all 





· (ρ))» ,»)>0 
(Here Τ* denotes the transposed matrix of T
n
 ) . 
m 
We now prove a corresponding form of the previous theorem for elements in B: 
T h e o r e m 1.14 Let w 6 Я ( Д 1 ) . Then w 6 В if and only ifw < І д , . 
Proof: 
First suppose w e Β, η e Ν. 
L e t p : * - . i ± f H $ € P . T h e « i 
<(Г
в+1<р) +T i;+ 1(p))y,i,) > 0 (у € C" + 1 ) . 
Let χ G C n + 1 , î / = Γ
η + ι ( 1 - 2ti;(z))x, 5 „ + 1 = Tn + 1(2u;(2)). Then 
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(Γ
η + ι (ρ)Τ η + 1 (1 - zw(z))x,Tn+1(l - zw(z))x) + 
( Γ
η + Ι ( 1 - zw{z))xtTn+1(p)Tn+1(l - zw{z))x) > O 
=• (Т
п + 1 (Ц-яв(г))а ! ,Г п + І (1-2;Цг))а?) + 
( Γ
η + 1 ( 1 - 2 « ; ( ζ ) ) ι , Γ η + 1 ( 1 + ζιι;(2))ι) > 0 
=>· ((Ιη+ι+S
n+i)x,{In+i - Sn+1)x)+ 
( ( / „ + i - S „ + i ) i , ( / „ + i + 5 n + i ) x > > 0 
=Φ· {χ, χ) > (S
n+ix,Sn+ix) 
=*• Т
п + 1(ли;(2)) < J n + 1 . 
From Theorem 1.12 it follows that T
n
(w) < /„ and from this that w < І д , . 
If, on the other hand, we have for all η 6 Ν, Т
п
(и;) С -?„, then, by considering 








From Theorem 1.10 we conclude that w € B . 
• 
Theorem 1.15 Lei ρ e P , q : ζ -» ^ ^ e Я ( Д і ) . T/ien ς < p + 1. 
Proof: 









(p + 1) <C T
n
(p + 1) and, since T
n
 is multiplicative, 
T
n
( 5 ) « T
n
( p + l). 
Example 1.1 
oo 
If u; e B,u)(2) = V^OjZ·7, we have ω -С І д , . 
j = 0 
In particular we find T2{w) < Г2(1д1), i.e. 
Now consider χ = (jfì"0^
 ;1)· A brief calculation shows that |oi| < 1 — |ao 
(Pick's lemma, again). 
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E x a m p l e 1.2 
If ρ 6 P,p(z) = 1 + yjc/Z· 7, w e bave ^ ^ <c: p + 1. From this we find: 
J = l 
(o ?)<(??) · 
Therefore: 
| c 2 + A C 2 | 2 < 4 + 4|с 1 | 2(|Л| 2 + »еЛ) (λ € С). 
Furthermore ( Cl C2 C3 \ / 2 C! c2 \ 
ci c2 < 2 d . 
0 c, / \ 0 2 / 
Consider the vectors χι = (0,0,1), 
X2 = (0, -Ci , l ) , 
^з = (с? - с г . - с ь і ) · 
We find |сз| < 2, 
|сз -СіСгІ < 2, 
|сз -2СХС2 + с ? | < 2. 
(See Livingston [17], Campschroer [4], p. 18). 
Chapter 2 
Coefficient Estimates in B* 
2.1 Introduction 
In this chapter we shall take a closer look at the class B*. Our main goal is to 
prove the Krzyz-conjecture for the first four coefficients, i.e. 
oo 
Theorem 2.1 Let η e {1, 2,3,4} and ƒ € В*, f (ζ) - ^ ajz3 • T h e n 
j = 0 
Kl < -. 
e 
Equality is attained only for : ζ —» fK¿(z) = кехр ( й^-ту) (κ, ξ € Γι). 
Furthermore, we shall give an upper bound for {.A
n
(B*) | η € Ν} and give 
applications of the techniques introduced in the previous chapter: In section 
2.5 we give sharp estimates for coefficients of functions ƒ which map Δι into a 
ring-shaped domain, i.e. 
r<\f(z)\<s ( ζ ε Δ Ο 
where 0 < г < s < oo. 
2.2 Variational Methods in the Class B* 
Let π € N. If we are looking for an extremal function for Д„(В*) we may 
apply so-called variational methods to obtain properties of extremal functions. 
The strategy is to perturbate a given function in order to derive whether that 
function can be extremal, or, which properties an extremal function must have. 
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Example 2.1 ( M a r t y variation) Let π G N . Suppose ƒ € В* ¿s extremal for 
A . ( B · ) , f(z) = YíaJ¿. Then 
j=o 
(n + l)an+1 =(n- 1)α^ΓΓ. 
Proof: 
If ƒ 6 B* is extremal and ξ e Δι , the function 
is also in B*. Now, ƒ is extremal, therefore we find: 
»е/{п)(0) < 3îe/(T,)(0). 
We express the nth coefficient of /¿ in terms of the coefficients of ƒ and ξ: 
Note that 
{(тЬТ = zm + m(( - ^ 2 ) 2 m " 1 + σ ( ΐ ί I2)· 
Hence 
№ = ƒ (rrf ) = Σ ^2"1 + mtt - Ь2)*™-1} + 0(\t\2)-
Μ+ξζ; ¿ T Í 
The η " 1 coefficient of f ((ζ) is 
α
η
 + (η + 1 ) α
η + 1 ί - (η - 1)αη_ι£ + 0 ( | í | 2 ) . 
Thus: 
»e (ξ[(η + 1 )α
η + 1 - (η - 1)βΓΤ]) + 0(\ξ\2) < 0 (ζ e Α,). 
The result now follows by letting ξ —» 0. 
• 
Of course, the conjectured extremal function ƒ : ζ —• exp(— jl*») satisfies 
the Marty relation. Unfortunately, there are many more functions in B ' , which 
satisfy this relation (for example, if η is odd, every even function trivially satis­
fies it). Although we shall not use the Marty relation in the sequel, the method 
of variation as described above can be put to good use, as can be seen from the 
following theorem. 
This theorem states, more or less, that, if we are looking for extremal func­
tions, we can restrict ourselves to a (very small) subclass of B*. The result was 
first proved by Hummel et al. [11] using a method due to Goluzin. However 
the following proof is more elegant (and simpler). It was pointed out by R. 
Kortram: 
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Theorem 2.2 Let τι € N. The extremal functions of Л
П
(В*) are of the form: 
ш/іеге ЛЕ > 0,
 к
 € [0,2π), к = 1,2,..., η . 
Proof: 
Let 
L : Я(Ді) -» R 
ƒ ^ R e ^ . 
Then L is a lineair functional. Furthermore, let k{ : ζ —> j r l f and 
0/ : Γ! -> R 
Í - L(fk() 
i.e. 




_ι ί + ... + 2α0ξ
η). 
On Γι, φ f vanishes at most 2n times. Suppose ƒ 6 B* is an extremal function 
for L| . Let < > 0, ξ € Δι and define ft¿ : ζ -> /(2)ехр(-<^(2)) . Then 
ft,( € В* and therefore L(ft¿) < L(f). Since for small t > 0, ft¿ is a small 
perturbation of ƒ, L(ft¿) will be a small perturbation of L(ƒ). More precisely: 
b(/t I<) = I ( / ) - < L ( / f c i ) + 0( i 2 ) . 
Therefore: 
ФЖ) >o «его. 
We shall need a second variation: 
From Herglotz' Representation we find a positive measure μ on [0,2ir) such 
/ f2,'z + e,e \ 
that f(z) = exp I - / ^άμ(θ) J. Now, let A Ç [0,2π) be measurable 
and define 
For — 1 < ί < 1, μ + tu is a. positive measure, and therefore 
f A : ζ -» /(ζ) exp (-< ƒ \ - . . ( * ) ( 4 0 ) ) e В ' 
i.e. 
/A : ζ -» /(ζ) exp i-t J k
e
 .,{ζ)άμ(θ)\ £ В*. 
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From this we find for all measurable А С [0,2π): 




[ L(fke-..)dß{e) = 0. (2.1) 
Since (2.1) must hold for all measurable A it follows that μ must be a sum of 
point measures with weight only in those points θ where 
0 / ( e - , ) = O. 
We have seen that φ/(ζ) has at most 2n zeros on Γχ. Since 
0 / ( e ' ' ) > O (0€[Ο,2π)), 
it follows that every zero must have even multiplicity and therefore μ is the sum 
of at most η point measures. From this the theorem follows. 
• 
Let L : if (Δι) —> С be a lineair functional, 5Re Li ^ 0. Suppose that ƒ is 
extremal for Sie Li and that the mapping 
<t>f : Δχ -» С 
ί - b(/fcí) 
is analytic. Then, since ƒ is extremal for Re L, 
KeL(fk()>0 ( { ε Δ Ο , 
i.e. 
»e 0/(0 > 0. 
From the maximum modulus principle it then follows that 
</>ƒ - Sm 0/(0) 
» e ^ ( 0 ) fc · 
For example, if L(f) = / ( n ) ( 0 ) , we find that 
g : ξ - α„ + га, ,-^ + ... + 2θοΓ 
has positive real part in Δχ. Therefore |aj | < | a
n
| (j = 0,1, ...,n). 
The following variation will improve the foregoing in case j < £ : 
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Theorem 2.3 Let η e N. If f € В*, f(z) = ^ O j 2 J , is extremal for A
n
(B'), 




 (j < - ) . 
Proof: 
For <> 0, j < f, θ e [0,2π), define 
/ и , · : ζ -» /(ζ) exp y-t1_zn-Jet$) • 
Then / ( i J )e e В*. Its n
th
 coefficient is equal to 
a „ - t ( a
n





,e) > 0 (Ö e [0,2π)) 
and from this |a.,| < | a
n
. 
2.3 A Uniform Upper Bound for {A(B*)|n € N} 
The Krzyz-conjecture states that for all η e Ν, Л
п
(Ъ*) = | . We can not prove 
it for η > 4 and can (at forehand) only state a trivial estimate for 
C(B*) = sup Д
П
( В · ) , 
namely, C(B·) < 1. 
Horowitz [10] was the first to prove a non-trivial estimate: 
In this section we give a simplified version of his proof and we obtain the sharper 
upper bound 
c(B')< 1-1+ ! . « ( £ ) . 
Although this isn't very stunning, compared to the conjectured value | , it is 
the best result as far as we know (see the note at the end of the proof). 
Theorem 2.4 For all neN 
Λ.(Β·)<ί
 + ±.ΐη(£). 
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Before proving the theorem we derive three lemmata concerning integrals of 
the form ƒ cos(/(0))dé>. 
Ja 
Lemma 2.1 
Suppose f e С Ч М ] , cos(/(0)) > 0, f'{θ) > M > 0 (θ € (α,ο)). 
Г/іеті 
^'
 0 /(6-α)Μ1 /;»5(/(^<έ»ι»(ί^). 
Proof: 
(See Figure 2.1). We may assume that ƒ : [a, b] -» [-f, f ]. 
1. Suppose f(c) = 0, for some с S [о, 6]. Define 
g : 0-> Af(0 - с). 
Figure 2.1 
Consider 
ƒ cos( ƒ (0)) - со5(д( ))а = 
-2 ^ ( т ± ш )
л
( / м ) ) 
άθ < 0 . 
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Thus 
ƒ co8(/(fl))dfl < ƒ с05(9( ))а = ¿ s i n ^ b 2 a ) M ) . 
2. If /(0) > 0 or /(θ) < 0 throughout [a,b] the above proof must be slightly 
modified. 
(Consider g : θ -> M(0 - α) + /(α) or 3 : 0 -» M(0 - 6) + ƒ(&)). 
Lemma 2.2 
Suppose ƒ € σ^α,δ] , /'(β) > M > 0, /"(0) > 0 (θ € (α, 6)). 
Г/ien 
/ С05(/{ ))а 
Ja А5іп(і-|Ж) 6 - α < ΙπΜ- 1 . 
Proof: 
Let α < ti < tì. • • < tm < b denote the zeros of cos( f{9)), then we have 
f{tj) = C + j -π, w h e r e C - - € t f Z . 
Note that \і
к
+-і - tk\ = WT^T ^ОГ some ξι, e (ífc,<fc+1). Since /'(θ) is increasing 
this implies that 
**+i - h < tk - U-x {к e {2,3,..., m - 1}). 
ή 
We may assume (without loss of generality) that / cos(f(e))de > 0. Let us 
first assume that cos(/(0)) > 0, ( e [o,<i]). 
Then 
ƒ cos(/(0))d0 = ƒ ' cos(/(0))d0 + ¿ f'+1 cos(f{e))de + 
Ja Ja - ι Jij 
f cos(/(0))d0 
< i cos{f{e))de + t3-t2+t5-U+...+ b-t 
Ja *^™»*·— 
2 . f(t1-a)M\ í b-ti < — sin I 4 — . 
- M \ 2 J 2 
only if m is even 
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It follows that 
i-b 
cos(f(9))de < sup 
(е[а,Ь]П[<і,о+ j Í 
J a 
M V 2 J 2 
The supremum is attained at t = \πΜ 1 + a. The result follows. 
Now, if cos(/(0)) < О, (Θ e [a,ti\), then 
ƒ cos(/(0))d0 < / cos(/(e))d9. 
Jo ./ti 
If we apply the foregoing to the R.H.S. of this laat inequality we find that the 
result also holds in this case. 
L e m m a 2.3 Let τη,η € N . Let h e €2[0,2π], К = U™
=1(lj,rj) С (0, 2π) with 
rj < lj+i (j € {1, 2 , . . . , m — 1}) where m < 2n and A > 0. Suppose furthermore 
that 
• A" Aa« constant sign on (/,, TJ ) (j € {1 ,2 , . . . , ттг}), 
• I A' - 711 > An 071 (/J,7-J) (j G {1,2, ...,τη}), 
. μ(Κ)< $ arceos ( ^ ) . 
ГАетг 




l ^ - ^ l <з2А^ J € { 1 , 2 , . . . , , } , 
Ih-rA >jt J 6 { s + l , . . . , r } . 
/ созЩ ) - ηθ)άθ 
JK 
Σ / cos(A(0) - ηθ)άθ 








• sin (Γ,-ι,μη'ϊ , ^ Μ , •·»-''-& + Σ S + 
J = » + l 
t i s i»(i^^)+Ê^-' , ) 
j = l Ч / J=»+l 
\j=l / J=»+l 
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The last inequality follows from the concavity of sin on [0, J ] . 
5 m 
Let r — 2_[ Tj — Ь> ^ е п м(·^) = T + / J '"j — ' j-
J=l J = Í + 1 
Then 
/ cos(A(ff) - ηθ)άθ < ^5ίη(Ί^]+^-(μ{Κ)-τ) 
\JK A V 4 / 2π 
Proof of Theorem 2.4. 
Let η € N. The key to the proof is Theorem 2.2. It states that an extremal 
function is of the form 
The real part of the π"* coefficient of this function is 
2in У
Гі
 2 n + 1 2π У0 e"·» 
2π>/ 0 V e'"" У 
1 у 2 ' 
= — / cos(A(0) - nÖ)dö 
27Г У 0 
η
 ί θ — θ \ 
where fc(fl) = - ^ Äfc cot ί — - — 1. 
fe = l ^ ' 
We see that A is a piecewise difFerentiable, periodic function on [0,2π] with 








If we want to show that ^ / cos(A(ö) — ηθ)άθ is small, then it seems wise to 
Jo 
show that \h'(e) — 7i| is large on a substantial subset of [0,2π]. 
Therefore define 
Ki = {0e[O,2ir] | f t ' (0)>Jbin}, 
K2 = { £[0,2іг]\Іі'( )<кгп} 






.., J . 
w 
Кг 
J . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 








Note that, since к"'{ ) > 0 on ( β , , ^ ^ ι ) , •К'г Π (ο^,^+ι) is an interval for 
all j . From now on we shall include the points Θ\,θ2,...,θ
η
 in K\. Let us first 
cissume that 
0 ¿ Α Ί UAV 
Then both Ki and Кг are the union of at most η intervals: 
Κι =
u
. e / 1 [ Q » ' 9 · ] ' /i С { l ,2, . . . ,n}, 
^2 - и
і е / 2 [ 7 „ й г ] , /г Ç {1 ,2 , . . . , η}. 
We first prove that 
fci + fe 
μ(Α:1) + μ ( ^ 2 ) > 2 π . (2.2) 
Consider 
/ Η'(θ)άθ= í ¿ λ* . _•> ι θ — ь sin w 
Note that 
< 
^ [ 0 , 2 , ] - ^ » ^ ( „ . ^ j 2 V 2 / 
•*e(-. A ri0·2*!"·*! 
do 
_







{**|0*е(а.,А)} = и г
= 1 { М . 








Σ Σ / 
Σ Σ / 
·€Λί»€(α.,/5.) •/(Ο,ΖΗ-ί«·..^) 
y S i n í - ^ - l d í 
sin 
- 2 (4*) dö 
Σ Σ КЧ^Ь°'(^)) 
^ ΣΣ 
• е/і * = і 
Now note that 
|cot(o) - cot{ß)\ 
It follows that 
/ ti[ß)dß 
J[0,2*)-K-¡ 
λ», ( cot I —Ц: 1 — cot 
sin(a — β) 
sin(a)siii(/3) < 
α-β\ , | α - ) 9 | 
+ 2sin 2(a) 2sin2(/3) 
< 
Σ^Σ^ί*-^)-*-^)) 
= Σ ^  ·»•»· 
• ел 







μ([0,2π] - Κχ - Кг) · к2п < Í к'( )а < [ Η'{θ)άθ 
we find that 
Λ2μ([0,2π] -Кг- K3) < kгμ{Kг) 
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i.e. 
*i + k-¡ 
μ(Κ1) + μ(Κ2)>2π. 
The proof of the theorem is now almost complete. Consider к( ). On every 
(ο,,Ο,+ι) we have h' > 0,h"' > 0. Therefore on such intervals h" has at most 
one zero. This implies that both K\ and K2 are unions of at most 2n intervals 
on which h" is of constant sign. Let ki = |1 — fci| and ¿2 = |1 — &2І· We assume 
that 
μ{Κ,) < 4fcr1 arceos ( ^ 1 (»' = 1, 2). 
(If not, define Ä", to be a subset of K, which has this property). We now can 
apply Lemma 2.3 on Ki and K2· We find: 
27Γ · Ke a„ < / cos(h{e) - ηθ)άθ 
Jo 
i С05{к{ )-п )а \ + \і cos(A(0) - ηθ)άθ 
< 
4 . (ßjK^id 
— sin 
* ι V 4 
2ж - μ^) - μ{Κ2 
cos(/i(ö) - ηθ)άθ 
+ 
We are left with an estimate with four variables; k\ € R + , ¿2 € (0,1) which 
we can choose freely, and μ[Κ\), μ{Κι) for which we then have the constraint 
(2.2). 
If we choose k\ — | , ¿2 \ and note that then 
Tiua.(ß{Kx)^{Ki))> 2π 
we obtain the estimate as announced in the theorem. 
In the foregoing we assumed that 0 £ Ki U Ä"2. If we consider the proof, 
we see that if we identify the points 0 and 2π and note that h is periodic, the 
proof can easily be modified (but becomes less readable) in order to show that 
the theorem also holds in the case that 0 e K\ U K^. 
• 
Note: Computer aided computations further show that the best choices for 
fci, &2 are k\ ~ 4.34..., &2 ~ 0.70 It then follows that our estimate leads 
to a better upperbound for the constant C(B*), which is smaller then 0.99509. 
(! - h + ; s i n ( n ) * 0 · 9 9 9 8 8 · · · - τ + ϊ s i n (ró) * 0 · 9 9 9 1 8 · · · )· 
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2.4 The Krzyz-conjecture for η = 1,2 
The Krzyz-conjecture for η = 1,2 is not difficult to prove. We shall prove a 
more general theorem, from which the Krzyz-conjecture follows. 
Consider the class B*. It is the subclass of the class В of functions omitting 
the value zero. Of course, the choice of the value zero is somewhat arbitrary. 
For 7 € [0,1) define: 
B* = {ƒ e Β I ƒ omits some w, \w\ = 7}. 
Thus: BS = В*. 






Since В* is rotation-i iant it follows that for η € N we also have 
sup l a j . 
/ e B ; , / omits 7 
л m - i e-°(l + a ) 2 -
e
° ( l - a ) ^ 
•An(B7) = — (n = 1, 2). 
Here a e (0,1] is such that 7 = i ^ e Q · 
Note : The Krzyz-conjecture for η = 1, 2 follows, if we choose 7 = 0. 
Before proving the theorem, we shall deduce two lemmata needed in the proof. 
Lemma 2.4 Let s G R, τ € [0,1). Let ρ € Ρ, ρ(ζ) = 1 + У ^ г · 7 . 
J = l 
Then for all κ € Γι : 
Ι — Γ« 
C2 - 8- < max 
l - z 
1 + гк 1 
Equality holds if к = —1, р(г) —
 1 + г . 
Proof: 
In Example 1.2 we proved that for all λ € С: 
(4<BH)· 
| ^ + λ ^ | 2 < 4 ( ΐ + |
ε ι
| 2 ( | λ | 2 + Ϊ Ϊ 6 λ ) ) . 
Now let λ 
-*(Ш· 
Then Sie Л = - « ( ¡ ^ Д р ) - T h u s : 
|Л|2 + КеА = 
1 + г« 
1 - 7 · 2 
|1 + гк | 2 
s
2 (l + 7 - ) 2 - s ( l - r 2 ) 
< max (»· 
Ι + ΓΚΙ2 
з
2 (1 + г ) 2 - з ( 1 - г 2 ) < 
( 1 - 7 · ) 
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i.e., in view of the inequality |ci| < 2 
|c2 + Aci|2 < max 
which implies 
|c2 + Ac'fl < max I 2 
(M
 + M ( - . 1±Í^(1±Í ) 
η .
 1 + 7 · 
2-is 1 - r 
Lemma 2.5 Let k,j € C^a, 6]. Suppose that 
j(a) ~ -9(α)ν(α) = k(a)h(a) 
for some g, h G С1 [a, Ъ] and furthermore 
• k{a) > 0, (a e [a, 6]), 
• 9(a) >0, (a € M ] ) , 
Í < 0 (a e [a,a*)) 
• J(Q) { = 0 (a = a*) /or some a* e [a,6], 
I >0 (a G (a*,b}) 
• h'(a)g(a) < 1 + A(a), (a > a ' ) . 
Then 
sup j(a) < k(a*) = sup k(a). 
at |a, i) | ag[a,(i] 
Proof: 
Consider 
/ : a -» j 3 ( a ) + k3(a), ( ae [e ,ò ] ) . 
We claim that / is decreasing for α > Q*: 
V = Zj2j' + 3k2k' 
3k3h (-1 + h(-h2 + gh')) 
< _?*^(i_ f t)i(i + fc)<o. 
9 
It follows that for all a e[a*,b}: 
j3(a) < j3{a·) + k3(a*) - k3{a) < fc3(Q*). 
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Proof of Theorem 2.5. 
Suppose 7 G [0,1), ƒ e В*, ƒ omits 7· 
Then, since ζ —» ^ р ^ is a bijection of Δι —»Δι, there exists g € В* such that 
ƒ = 9 + 7 
1 + 7 3 
Then 
\2 
m - 0-л(рАО 
fren ^ /1 -^ ^ g " ( 0 ) 2 ^g'( 0 )) 2 ^ 
T {
'
 l 7 4 ( l + 75(0))2 (l + 7fl(0))V· 
00 
Since g € В* there exists ζ e Γ ι , a > 0 and ρ G Ρ,ρ(ζ) = У ^ с , ^ such that 










g'(0) = C e - ^ - a d ) , 
g"{0) = 2 C e - a a ( | C î - c 2 ) 
Ce""+ 7 
l + 7Ce- a ' 




M = \m\< sup ^ ' Д е - ^ Л 
aeR+ ^1 7e ; 
To find the supremum we differentiate the R.H.S. expression with respect 
to Q. It follows that the supremum is attained if α = 0(7) is such that 
7 = ϊ Τ α Μ 6 " ' 7 ' · '^ ' i e s t a t e ^ inequality now follows. Equality is attained 
if 
f(z) = ^ —L. 
l - 7 e x p ( - a ( 7 ) ^ f ) 
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2. η = 2. 




( l - 7 2 ) a e - a 
«бК+У/гьреР | l + 7 C e - a | 2 
By Lemma 2.4 we therefore find: 
C2 -
a / 1 — 7^e 
2 \ l + 7£e-
- ) " 
, , ( l - 7 2 ) e " 





 (1 - J - ' 
For a e R + , 7 € [0,1) define: 
£-M^H· '^  
j ( 7 . a ) 
' ( l - 7 e - a ) 2 
, / 1 + 7 е " а Λ 






e a, V M " - · / 
Ш -
к'h) = 
(1-7е-<· ) 2 
= sup j ( 7 , a ) . 
= sup fc(7,Q). 
Then (2.5) сап be rewritten as 
Л 2 ( В ; ) < т а х ( і - ( 7 ) , Г ( 7 ) ) . 
Now note that for fixed 7, 
j : a —• j (7> a ) а п ^ fc : a —> fc(7,a) 
satisfy the conditions of Lemma 2.5 with corresponding 
ff(a) = a, ft(a) = a- — - 1. 
1 — 7e 
The condition: h'(a)g(a) < 1 + h{a) is easily checked. Therefore, for all 
7 e [0,1): 
J ' (7) < f (7). 
The proof of the theorem can now be completed by using the same argu­
ment as in the case η = 1. Equality is obtained if 
ƒ(*) 
7-βχρ(-α(7)ϊΤ7τ) 
l - 7 e x p ( - a ( 7 ) £ £ ) ' 
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2.5 Intermezzo 
In this section we solve a coefficient problem, by means of similar techniques as 
used in the previous section. From this, it is easy to understand how we can 
use these techniques to prove similar results for other coefficient problems. 
oo 
Theorem 2.6 Suppose ƒ e Я ( Д 1 ) , /(ζ) = ^ г - 7 and 
j = 0 
О < τ < | / (ζ) | < s < oo ( z e Δι) . 
Then 
( — arctan(¿) \ 
1 « , ! ^ , , — ^ 7 (J = 1,2) 
and equality is possible. Here t =
 lo (п-ьцГг) • 
Proof: 
We shall first assume that s = 1, and /(0) > 0, i.e. 
0 < r < | f(z)\ < 1, (z e Αι), f {ζ) =a + dlz + diz2 + . . . , α > 0. 
Then ƒ 6 Β*, and therefore there exist α > 0, ρ e Ρ such that ƒ — exp(—αρ). 
Note that 
α = - loga, 0 < SRe p(z) < к (ζ e Δι) 
where к — 
Let 
log r 
log о ' 
—г' 
S m k 
Then jk maps {z € С | 0 < Se ζ < к} conformally onto {ζ ç С \ Re ζ > 0} 
with jfc(l) = 1. It follows that h = jk op G P . 
Let 7 = f · We express the coefficients of ƒ in those of h. Suppose 
oo oo 
p{z) = Ι + ^ α , ζ 7 , /ι(ζ) = l + ^CjZ3. Then 







Т72 (г - I ) 2 
sin 7 sin 7 V 2 / 
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It follows that 
| j 1 - a S l n 7 | | 
Idi | = ae ci 
7 
, . , - a s i n 7 




C2 - 2 q 
where /3 = е - ^ г з і п т + ζψΐ). 
Note that 7 = - ^ = - n 2 " · Let t = -r-*-. 
' log r log r log r 
1. η = 1. 
|¿ι | = f e - " sin ία. 
If we maximize the R.H.S. expression over α € (0, j) we find 
estimate 
е х р ( - ^ ! і 1 ) 
αϊ < 2 , ι—. 11
 - vö^n 
2. 71 = 2. 
|«/2І = ^ " " к г - fc j | s in ía . 
Prom Example 1.2 it follows that (note that |ci| < 2) 
|c2 - f c f | < 2 max(l, | / 3 - l | ) . 
\ß-l\ = | £ ¡»2 - cos7|. Therefore: 
7 
1.1 2 _„ . . α sin 7 
d2 = - e sin to maxi 1, COS7). 
t 7 
For t 6 [Ο,οο), α € (0, j) define 
2 _„ . / s i n í a \ 
j(<,a) = - e sinia I cosía I , 
2 
fc(<,a) = - e Qs inía , 
j*(í) = sup j(t,a), 
ae[o,fl 
fc*(i) = sup À;(<,a). 
a€[0,fl 
Then (2.6) can be rewritten as 
\d2\ = max (j*(0. **(<))· 
Now note that for fixed i, 
j : α —> j ( í , α) and A; : α —» k(t, α) 
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satisfy the conditions of Lemma 2.5 with corresponding 
. . sin ία . sin<Q 
Si«) = ——, h(a) = — cosía. 
The condition h'(a)g(a) < 1 + h(a) is also satisfied since: 
, , . . . . . . sin ία . sin ία 
h (ct)g(a) — h{a) = (cosía + í sin ία) - + c o s í a 
2 1 . sin ία 
= 1 - cos t a Η— sm ία cos ία h cos ia 
= 1 - ft(a)(l - c o s í a ) < 1 
Therefore for all t € [0,oo): 
\d2\ <2 y ; *=Л. 
The proof of the theorem is now easily completed: 
Suppose 
0 < r < | / ( ; ) | < 5 < oo, (г e Δι) , /(0) - ζ. 
Then ƒ:2—» if ι, is a function as considered above. 
(With corresponding Í = -zj^z) = Γ , , . - Ι , , Γ ) · 
FVom this the conjectured estimates follow. 





l l o g ( ,




ΐ = ' · ι ( ί ^ » — * + « < » - * )
 ( m a x ¡ m i z e ¿ 2 ) 
where α = 1°«'"1°g'· arctan = ^. a n d Jfc = - ^ . 
π log β—log r α 
Both functions map Δι onto {z с С | r < \z\ < s}. 
2.6 The Krzyz-conjecture for η = 3 
We now return to the class B*. 
In order to prove the Krzyz-conjecture for η — 3 we shall express the coefficients 
of functions in B* in those of functions in class В and P . 
Since B* is rotation-invariant we assume 
OD 
f(z) = ^ a j Z · 7 , oo > 0,аз > 0. 
3=0 
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1. Let ρ 6 Ρ, р(г) — 1 + >J CjZ3 be such that ƒ = exp(—ap), 
J = l 
a = - log( / (0)) . Then 
03 = ae ( a* 3 A I—T-cl +aciC2 -C3 I (2.7) 
2. Let ш € Β ο , ι φ ) = ^dj-z-' be suchthat ƒ = exp ( α ^ γ ) , 
a = -log(/(0)). Then 
аз = 2скГ 0 (d3 + (2a-2)dld2+ (-a2 -2a + Ad(\ . (2.8) 
Theorem 2.7 le i f(z) - ^o_,2 · ' € В*,аз > Ο,αο = e _ a , a > 0. ГЛеп 
j=o 
Г 2 а е - а 
аз < < 
Q < 1 | 
2 ^ - а У з ( ^ ^ ) ae[l|,5] 
2 а е - а ( f a 2 - 2Q + l) a > 5. 
Яеге 5 ss 4.06... ¿s í/ie only real root of the polynomial 2a3 — 12a2 + 18a — 9. 
These inequalities are sharp for a £ ( l | , 5). 
Note: We can obtain a sharp inequality for а € (11, 5) by using a result due 
to Campschroer [4], p. 34 (See also Prokhorov and Szynal [24]). However, the 
results from the theorem are strong enough to prove the following 
00 




кзі < -· 
e 
We have equality if and only if f is of the form 
f{z) = /texpi Л
 + 1 J . « , £ е Г і . 
Proof of Theorem 2.7. 
1. From (2.7) we have 03 — ae 
R.H.S. with aid of Theorem 1.15. We have: 
^-cl +ac1C2 -C3 We estimate the 
34 




-ус, +асіГ2 сз 
( у - а
 + і ) с ? C2 
+ | ( l - Q ) r ? - c 2 | 2 + |c1l 
2 
+ | ( 3 - 2 α )
ε ι
| 2 + 4 . 
From this it follows that 
-Çcl + adCi - с з < 4 + ( ( 3 - 2 Q ) 2 - 1 ) |c i | 2 + 
( ( ί - а Ч l ) 2 - ( a - l ) 2 ) l C l | 
г і с г Ц с і і Ч ^ - г а + гІ. 
Since |с2І < 2 we therefore find: 
Es t imate 2.1 
where 
χ = Ы ' е М ] 
A = -- ( 3 - 2 Q ) 2 - 1 + 4 
a
2 





 + ι«\ 
9 3 3 
2. From (2.8) we have 




a2 - 2 a 4 
V3 
We estimate the R.H.S. with aid of Theorem 1.14: 
We have 
' di d2 d3 \ / 1 0 \ 
di d2 « 1 
0 di J \ 0 1 / 
Let χ,,
λ
 = (p(d2 + Ad?),Adi,l) e С 3 , (ρ, λ С С). We find: 
|d 3 + (ρ 4- A)d1d2 + pAd3|2 < 1 + (|A|2 - Vldtf + (|p|2 - 1) |d2 + Ad2| 
Now apply Pick's Lemma (|d2| < 1 - Id^ 2 ) : 
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Est imate 2.2 
I J , л ^ j w 3 | 2 ^ [ | p A | 2 if lol > Ι,ΙλΙ > 1, 
(a) Assume that Q < 3 — \/3. We use Estimate 2.2. 
Choose ρ = Q(1 + -\/3) - 1 
λ = α ( 1 - ^ / 3 ) - 1 . 
Then ІрІ < 1, |λ| < 1. Therefore 
аз = 2 а е " а Ids + (ρ + λ)<Μ2 + /»Ad*Ι < 2 а е _ а . 
(b) Assume that α e (3 - \/3,3 + \/3). We use Estimate 2.1. 
3 ν 3 
χ -> 4 + Лж + B i 2 
Note that 5 =• ^ ( ? 2 - 2Q + 2) < 0. Therefore 
attains its maximum for χ — —¿AB 1 . However, since χ G [0,4] it now 
follows that 
( b l ) Q € ( 3 - V 3 , l i ] : 
1 = 0 maximizes the R.H.S. of Estimate 2.1. 
(Ь2) α e [If, 5 ] : 
χ = —\AB 1 maximizes the R.H.S. of Estimate 2.1. 
(ЬЗ) а 6 [5, 3 + y/S) : 
χ — 4 maximizes the R.H.S. of Estimate 2.1. 
Here 5 is the positive zero of -A = 8B, i.e. 25 3 - 1252 + 185 - 9 = 0. 
(c) Assume that a > 3 4- -ч/З. We again use Estimate 2.2. The same choices 
for ρ and Λ as in (a) now yield: 
И > 1 , | А | > 1 
and therefore: 
03 < 2ae~0 (-a2 - 2a + 1J . 
The estimates as announced in the theorem now follow. 
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Sharpness is attained for 
f(z) = « ρ ^ α £ ί ) (а<1|) 
f(z) =ехр(а^і) ( Q > 5 ) . 
Proof of Corollary 2.1 
Consider the estimates of Theorem 2.7. 
(a) Suppose а < l | . 
Then аз < 2ae~a < * with equality only if а = 1. 
(b) Suppose α e [ I j , ^ ] . 
Then аз < 2 а е - а ^ 7 ^ where h{a) = - ^ - + 2a - 2. 
Note that, since 
/Μα) V ' 3 
we only need to consider the cases а = 1 ^ , α — 2,Q = 5. Since the cases 
а = l | , Q = S correspond with estimates considered in (a) and (c) it 
satisfies to verify а = 2: 
Uae-*^) = 2 Л З е - > < 2 . 
(с) Suppose a > S. 
Then 
аз < 2 а е " а Í - Q 2 - 2 а + і ) < 2ае-а (-а2 -2а+ — ) . 
Since the R.H.S. of the previous inequality is decreasing for а > 4 it follows 
that 
„ ƒ 2 , \ 160
 4 2 2 а е " а - а 2 - 2Q + 1 < e - 4 < - . 
V3 J - 9 e 
From this we see that, if аз = -, then a — 1. From the proof of Theorem 2.7 we 
see that both di and ¿2 + ^d2 must be zero, and \аз\ = 1. From the maximum 
modulus principle it then follows that w(z) = ξζ 3 , |ξ| = 1. But this implies 
that 
/ ί 2 3 _ JX 
f(z) = Kexp Í Д + 1 ) ' к ' Í e Γ ι • 
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2.7 The Krzyz-conjecture for η = 4 
In order to prove the Krzyz-conjecture for η = 4, we shall express the coefficients 
of a function ƒ € В" in those of functions ρ € P . From this we shall deduce 
some estimates for the fourth coefficient. In section 2.7.2 we then show that 
from these estimates the conjecture follows. 
2.7.1 Estimates 
If ƒ e В*,/(0) > 0 , there exist ρ 6 Ρ and α > 0 such that ƒ = exp(-ap). 
Furthermore, by Theorem 1.5, ƒ is subordinate to k
a
 : ζ —> e x p l - a j ^ ) · 
oo oo σο 
Write /(г) = ^ a , z J , p(z) = 1 + ^ C j z ' , /fc
a
(z) = '^bjZ3. It follows from 
j = 0 j = l j = 0 
Rogosinski's Theorem 1.3 that 
|a4[2<¿|afc|2<¿|6fc|2. 
fc=l * = i 
We find: 
Es t imate 2.3 
I04I < - e ^ a y V - 12a5 + 58a4 - 138a3 + 174a2 - 108a + 36 
ι «ι - 3 
If we express the coefficients of ƒ in those of ρ we find 





4 u 2 u 2 
2 4
c l - y C l C 2 + Q C 1 C 3 + ^ c 2 - c 4 
(2.9) 
We shall estimate the R.H.S. of (2.9) in terms of χ = \ci | 2 , у = |с2І and α. 
By Theorem 1.15 we have 
(2.10) 
Let qeR,A = - ^ - - f. Let 
ί
αΆ
 з α ς , α α \ „,,, 







 2 Q 
2 4
c i - y c i c 2 + Q C 1 C 3 + 2 c2 - Ci + 
j - c , Ч-ас^г - с з | + | - с ^ - С 2 + kil 
< [h + ί)c'+(2A+Q)CIC2+(a _ 1)сз 
| ( f + f ) c ï + ( a - l ) c 2 | 2 + | ( a - l ) c 1 | 2 + 4 
By Theorem 1.15 we also have: 
2 Cl C2 
+ (2.11) 
Ci C2 Сз 
С! C2 I < I 2 Cj 
0 ex / \ 0 2 
Let 
»-((П + І)'? + Ь , -«+ІМКЬ·—И· 
Note that 2Л4-а = ( - а 2 -q+ f ) + (f + f ) . We find 
а 4 а 2 а 2 
^ С і - у
с
і
с 2 + Q C i c 3 + 2 с2 _ С 4 (2.12) 
< 4 + ( 2 а - 2 ) 2 + ( т + q + f ) с * + (_29+2Q "1 ~ 2Q2)C2 + 
а 
2 I 19 з 
- C i - С21 - I -С! - aciCi - сз ((д + г а - І )
2
- ! ) ^ 
From these inequalities we shall derive three estimates: 
4 
5 
E s t i m a t e 2.4 
1. Choose q = a — a2 — *. We find 
а 4 а 2 Q 2 
^
c i - y c i c 2 + «сісз + g c2 - c* 
< hi(a,x,y) 
where 
hi{a,x,y) = A i + B i i 2 + Ciy 2 + D 1 i + E 1 i j/ 
χ = 10x1*6 10,4] 
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y = |с2Іе[о,2] 






За — Q2 
\1-μ + α\ 
μ = _ _ Q 4 1 - α - - . 
2. If we apply Example 1.2 to (2.12) we find 
Q
 4 a 2
 a
 2 
— C j - y CJC2 + асісз + - c 2 - C4 
where 
< 4 j (2a - 2 ) 2 +4D2 + x(4C2 +4CD + E2 - 1) 








 ? + T + 2 
= - 2 g + 2 a - l -
= q + 2a-l. 
-a
2 
Rewrite this to 
^
c i - Y c i c 2 •+ Q C i c 3 + 2C2 _ c 4 < S ( Q , I ) 
where 
g(a,x) = ( R i + S i g + T i 9 2 ) + a ; ( R 2 + S 2 9 + T25 2 ) 
χ = | c i | 2 e [ 0 , 4 ] 
R i = 4 + (2a - 2) 2 + 4(2a - 1 - 2 a 2 ) 2 
Si = - 1 6 ( 2 a - 1 - 2 Q 2 ) 
T I = 16 
a
3
 a\ /a3 , 1 \ , 
T + 2J(y- 2 a 2 + ν - 1 · + α û 
S2 = 12a - 6 - 8a 2 
T2 = - 3 . 
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For fixed α and ι, the sharpest estimate for g is obtained if we choose 
Si + S2X 
Q = - 2 ( Τ ι + Τ 2 ζ ) · 
Therefore 
Q 3
 4 Q 2 2 , , Q 2 
^
c i - y c i c 2 + acjcj + - c 2 - C4 
i.e. 
Estimate 2.5 
< Ri + R2X -






 2 a 2 
—Cj - уСіСг + асісз + -Cj - C4 < Ä2(a,i) 
where 
/i2(a,x) = A2+B2X + (16-3 i ) 
1 = kil2 e [0,4] 
A2 = 4 + ( 2 a - 2 ) 2 + 4 ^ a 2 - 2 a + lJ 
B2 = -(a6 - 12a5 + 66a4 - 186a3 + 261a2 - 162a + 27) 
C2 = - 6 4 ^ а 2 - 2 а + і ) . 
3. Apply (2.10) to 
/ a 3 3 / a 3 a 2 \ 1 a 3




С і С 2 +












 3 Λ 1 Λ 
U - a + 1 2 a - 2 j C l C 2 
( - y + 2a- l ) C 2 + (a-l)c2 
+ |cil 
+ |(2а-2)с1Г + 
+ 4. 















— ClC2 + QC1C3 + 
Аз+Взаг 2 + Сзу2 
l o l 2 e ίο,4] 
кг I e [0,2] 
4 
C4 < /13(0,1, !/) 








1 + T 
a" — 2Q 






 , h ha -6 6 
2 a 3 1 
сГ + - + 1 - Q 6 2 
2 . 7 . 2 E s t i m a t i o n 
Equiped with the estimates of the previous section we can now tackle the Krzyz-
conjecture for η — 4. In the following we shall state some inequalities concerning 
polynomials of low degree without giving a proof. These inequalities will be 
marked t. (Although the stated inequalities are not trivial, one easily shows 
that they hold, using routine calculus). 
From (2.9) we see that it suffices to show that 
a 
24 




i/(a) = — exp(2a — 2). 
Note that the equation 
has two roots: α 
introduce 
4 + ( 2 Q - 2 ) ' ! --v{a) 
1 and α* ~ 2.54 To simplify our notations we further 
Ài = Α ι - ι / ( α ) , 
Àj = Аг - v{a), 
A3 = A3 - ν[μ). 
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1. It is easy to verify that if a < 0.66 or a > 3.61 then the R.H.S. of Estimate 
2.3 is less than -. Therefore we may assume α e [0.66,3.61]. 
Consider Estimate 2.5. We have ^/12(0,1) = B2 + щ^ъ-
(a) Suppose B2 + ^ < 0. This is the case if α € [0.22,2.61]*. 
Then: 
ft2(a,x) < /12(0,0) = 4 + (2Q - 2)2. 
(b) Suppose B2 + ^ > 0. Note that 
M0-1) ^ vi0) & f(x) < 0 
where 
Since 
f(x) = I6Ä2 + C2 + X(16B2 - ЗА2) - 3 l 2 B2. 
f{x) < 16A2 + C2 + (16B2-3À 2 ) 2 (12B2)- 1 
= C2 + (16B2+3À2)2(12B2) - 1 
< о 
throughout the interval [2.60,7.72]* we conclude that: 
Theorem 2.8 If a <£ (Ι,α*] then 
, , 2 
04 < -
e 
with equality only if a — Ι,αχ = 0. 
2. Now suppose α G (Ι,α*]. We shcill prove the following theorem: 
Theorem 2.9 
Vee(i,a-]Vie[o,4]Vse[o,2] :тіп(Л1(а,х,у),Лз(а,а;,2/)) < ν (a). 
Proof: 
Define 
gi(a,x,y) = hi(atxty)-v(a) 
92{a,x,y) = h3(a,x,y) + F3(l-x)y2-v(a) 
d = {(x,y) |xG[^,4], 5 e [0,2]} 
G2 = {(x,v)\xe[o,\], y e [0,2]} 
G3 = {(x,y)|2x + y > r , (x , î i )eG2} 
GÌ = {(х,у)|2х4 y < r , x > 0 , y>0} 
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We prove the following: 
(a) If α £ (1, Q*J and (x, y) 6 G\, then g\{a, x, y) < 0. 
(b) If α G (1,111 and (x, y) Ç С
г
, then д2(а,х,у) < 0. 
(c) If о f [ l i ,α*] and {x,y) € G^, then gi(a,x,y) < 0. 
(d) If α С [Ij.Q*] and (x,y) e G4, then д2{а,х,у) < 0. 
From this the theorem follows. 









IGBjCi - 4 E ? + 2D,Ci > 0 
( 3 | μ + Ца)2 + 12D! + ІвАі < 0 
4 ( С з + Р з ) В з - Е І < 0 
AÌBa-^e^J+fDa + À^  
4Сі +λ
ι
+ | ( D i + 2 E 1 ) < 0 
4B3Â3 - Dl > 0 
5 | ( С з + Г з ) + Аз < 0 
< 0 
a C ( l , a * ] 
α € ( 1 , α · ] 
a e ( l , l | ] 
a G ( l , l | ] 
ае{Ц,а'} 


























Pl î / 2 +P2Î / + P3 
ki|2e[o,4] 
l d e [0,2] 
Ci 
Eix 
Ài +Dia ; + ΒχΖ2 
Q 1y 2 + Q 2 y + Q 3 
Idi2 e [0,4] 
ІС2І e [0,2] 
C 3 + F 3 
E3Z 
A3 +Вза; + Взх 2 . 
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Proof of (a): 
Since P i < 0 it follows that 
p2 
9i(a,x,y) < р з - т ^ -4Pi 
Since 
= ( Β ' - ^ ) ι Ι + ϋ , Ι + Α " 
( » • - ^ - ( ^ Η ' - ' δ ^ - Γ ^ « 1 1 4 
we find 
9 / 1 3 \ 2 3 
9i(a,x,y) < ^ U ^ ^ + g " ) + 4 D i + A i 
< О (E.2). 
Proof of (b): 




- (в'-4(сгЬГ))*, + 0 ' 
Since Вз -
 w r )
E L , > О (E.3) we find 
92(<*,x,y) < m a x Í A a , — Í B 3 -
< 0 (E.4). 
Proof of (с): 
Let α G [1 | ,α*] . 
El 
4(Сз + Гз) И*» + Аз 
We first show that gi(a,x,у) has no local extrema in G3: 




* - 4B1C1-E; 
But, by (E.l), this implies χ > 4. 
Therefore, we only need to consider gi on ¿Сз: 
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• x= f, i/e [ r - l j , 2 ] . 
This coincides with a part of the proof of (a). 
• χ G [г - 2, f j , у = 2. 
Note that Bj < 0. Therefore 
91(0,1,») = 4 C 1 + Ä 1 + ( D 1 + 2E1)x + B1x2 
3 
< 4C, + A ! + -{Όι I 2Ei) 
< 0 (E.5). 
• {x, y) e I where I : 2x + у = r. 
If gi{a, x, y) has a local maximum on ?, we find that 
• 2Piydy + Eixdy + Ejj/dx + O1dx + 2Bixdx = 0, 
• 2dx + dy - 0, 
• 2x + у — r. 
χ 
This implies < _ á¿ 
where 
xn = -Όι - r{Ei - áCi) 
xd = 2B! - 4E! + 8C1 
yn = 2D! + 2 r ( B 1 - B i ) 
Vd = Xd-





 + Aul + Oix
n
xd + Bixl < 0. 
Note that y
n
 = TXJ — 2x
n
. A brief calculation now shows that the 
previous inequality is equivalent to 
Xd[{r¿Ci+Ai)xd 
-ϊφ·*· 
Proof of (d): 
This case is similar to the previous. Let a € [ l | , a*]. 




- _ РзЕз 
ν
~ 4Вз(Сз+Г,)-Е=· 
Since D3 > 0,Ез > 0, but 4Вз(Сз + F3) - Е^ < 0 (Е.З) it follows that 
у < 0. Therefore, we only need to consider 92 on 5G4: 
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Note tha t B3 < 0. Therefore 
52(0,1,0) = À3 + D 3 1 + B3X2 
Ό* 
'з 
< 0 (Е.6). 
х = о, ye [о,г]. 
Then 
52(0!, О, у) = ( С з + Р з ) у 2 + А з 
< т а х ( 7 - 2 ( С з + Р з ) + Аз,Аз) 
< О (Е.7). 
• (х, у) € I where I : 2х + у = г. 
As in the previous case we find 
92(<*,x,y) < 92(0, x',y* 
Here { . ^ where 
X = - = 
»* = Й 
i n = - В з - 7 - ( Е з - 4 ( С з + Г з ) ) 
id = 2B3 - 4Ез + 8(Сз + F3) 
у
п
 = 2Вз + 2г(Вз - Ез) 
Уа = Xd· 
T h e claim that 52(0, x,y) < 0 now follows (as in the previous case) 
since 
Xd ((T\CZ + Ft) + A3) Xd - ¿ x l \ < 0*. 








Же /loue equality if and only if f is of the form 
/ ( ; ) = K e x p i ^ 4 + i j , κ , ξ ε Γ ι . 
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Proof: 
Prom Theorems 2.8 and 2.9 we find 
ι |2 s- ι \ la 2 ^ 
thus 
, , 2 
e 
If we have equality, then a. — — log |ao| = 1, ai = 0. 
If we write ƒ = Лехр(—ар) with ρ — 1 + T J C J Z 7 € Ρ, |λ| - Ι ,α = 1, then 
J = l 
24 f 
o i ^ 2 
Ϊ - ^ с ^ с г + асісз + f c£ - C4 reduces to 1 ^с? — C4 
Apply (2.10) with w = ( 0 , - к 2 , 0 , 1 ) . We find 
c 4 - 2 C 2 < 4 - | c 2 | 2 . 
Therefore, in the extremal case C2 = 0, ІС4І = 2. By Theorem 1.7, ρ must be of 
the form 
4
 ef+lt + z P{2) =
 ^
xx^^z 
k=l e-r-r 2 _ z 
fc = l 
for some β € [0,2π], Ац > 0, (к — 1, ...,4) with /jAfc. Recalculating ci and 




Cíe ' 0, 
A; = l 
4 
Σ* 





Considering the real and imaginary part of the above expressions we find 




-4,/Э - 1 
P ( Z ) =
 z*e-**+l· 
From this the theorem follows. 
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Chapter 3 
Univalent Elements of B* 
3.1 Introduction 
Define В ^ с В* by 
B'u = {ƒ € В* I ƒ is univalent}. 
In this chapter we shall look at the class B ^ . We shall prove the Hummel-
conjecture for η = 1, 2 and give an estimate for Дз(В^(К)) . Note that there are 
many functions in B* which map Δι onto the domain mentioned in Hummel's 
conjecture. 
For d € (0,1) define fcj G В ^ as the function which maps Δι onto 
{z | \z\ < l,z <¿ (-1,0]}, with kd(0) = d, k'd(0) > 0. Then the Hummel-
conjecture reads: 
Conjecture (Hummel, Scheinberg and Zalcman): For η > 1: The maxi­
mum AnÇBy) is attained only f or a kd € B ^ and its rotations. 
3.2 Лі(ВЬ) 
Theorem 3.1 Лі(В^) = 12 - 8^2. 
Equality is attained only by k/2_1 and its rotations. 
Proof: 
Suppose ƒ G By , /(0) = d > 0. 
Let 
and 
_ kof- k(d) 
9
 - fc'(d) · / ' (0) ' 
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 fc'fd) ƒ (0) 
The Koebe one-quarter-theorem, which states that the range of any h С S 
containts the disk Δ ι , now implies that 
l/'(o)| < 4k(d) Jfc'(d) 
Ad{l-d) 
1+d 
The R.H.S. attains its maximum at d - \f2 1. Therefore |/ '(0) | < 12 - 8\/2. 
We have equality if and only if |oi | =
 1+d which implies that g is (a rotation 
of) the Koebe function k. But this implies that ƒ is ^ ^_ 1 or one of its rotations. 
3.3 Λ ( Β ^ ) 
In the following we shall apply a result for Bieberbach-Eilenberg functions. We 
recall the definition and the result: 
Definition: Let f G Η(Αι). f is called a Bieberbach-Eilenberg function if for 
allzu z2eAl: f(z1)f(z2) φ 1. 






< -21og |oi|. 
n = 0 
Proof: 
See (Pommerenke [23], pp. 101-102, Theorem 4.3). 
Theorem 3.3 Аг{Щ) = 0.45538... 
This value is attained only by kd· and its rotations, where d* denotes the smallest 
positive root of (1 •+ d) 4 = 12d. 
Before proving the theorem we shall derive some inequalities involving the 
coefficients of functions in By. 








Since ƒ € By, it follows that g e S. Furthermore |<7(z)| < Λ,,ρ,,. This implies 
that (see Duren [6], p. 74): 
Now note that g"{0) = 2 ( ^ + %\. 
n = 0 
Lemma 3.2 Suppose ƒ € B ^ , f (ζ) = ^ a
n
zn, f(0) = d > 0. T/ien 
< 2|αι|. a 2 - d(l - d2) 
Proof: 
The proof is similar to that of Theorem 3.1. 
Let к : ζ ->
 ( 1_* z ) t and g - ^урщ- Then g e S and g omits 57^577^- This 
implies that 
g"(0) fc'(d)/'(0) 
fc(d) < 2. 
From this the lemma follows. 
Lemma 3.3 Suppose f e B¡j, f (ζ) = ^ a
n
zn, /(O) = d > 0. ïTien 
71 = 0 
02 
1 - 2d - d2
 2 
2 d ( l - d 2 ) α ι s'wJW*1-* 2 ö ΙοχΚΐ + d ) 
Proof: 
Since ƒ omits the value 0, the function 
g:z 
Vd 1 - / ( 2 ) 
l - d v ^ ) 
is holomorphic in Δι- Since |/(.z)| < 1 (ζ € Δ ι ) , it follows that g2 is also 
univalent. Define 
g(z)-l ^ 
1 = 2 ^ с ^ ' · h : ζ 9{z) + - J = l 
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It is easy to verify that h{0) = 0 and for all 21,^2 € Δχ: h(zi)h{z2) φ 1 It 
follows that h is a univalent Bieberbacli-Eilenberg function. From Theorem 3.2 
it follows that |^-| 2 < -21og¡Ci|. 




-(l + djtt! 
2d(l - d) 
(l + d)ai 
- ( l -bd)a2 d + 3 
2 d ( l - d ) 8d2(l - d ) 1 г
2
 + 
4 d ( l - d ) 
the result follows. 
z + 
(1 + d) 
4 d ( l - d ) -02 + Oj 
2d \ 1 
2d(l - d 2 ) r
2 4 
Proof of T h e o r e m 3.3. 
ao 
Let ƒ С By, /(2) = 2.anZn • The class B ^ is rotation-invariant, hence we 
n = 0 
may assume /(0) = d > 0. We have the following constraints on ai'· 
(αζ+λ,α?! < 2|αι|μ, (г = 1 , 2 , 3 ) (3.1) 
with d 
Μι 
1 - ι°·ι 
λ 2 = -
Аз = -
< í ( l - d 2 ) ' 
( l - 2 d d2) 
2 d ( l - ¿ 2 ) ' МЗ 
M2 = 1 
1 1 о 4 d t l - 4 ) 
2 Ю Б l o j K l + d ) · 
Figure 3.1 
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(See Figure 3.1). If λ, and Aj have opposite sign and pi and рг denote the 
intersection points of two circles defined by (3.1), we have 
k l S l p i l (=ІР2І) 




 < | λ , - λ , λ,μΪ-λ,μ^Ι + Ιλ,ΙΙλ,ΙΙα!!
4
. 
It follows that 
where 
*i(d,x) 
ІагІ < тіпІФ!2 (d, ж), $2 (¿»x)} 
U2log^-Q+p(d,x) 
1 -d 
$2(d,x) = 4a;2 — 
χ = ai e 
8 
a;(l + d ) 
3 - d 2 
1 - d 4 ( l - d 2 ) ( l - d 4 ) 
0 j 4 d ( l - d ) -
1 + d 
p(d,a;) = ( l - 2 d - d 2 ) 7 + 2d - d
2 
2 ( 1 - d 2 ) 2 1 - d 2 
We shall estimate Φ , 2 ^ , χ) on G, (г = 1, 2) where 
4 d ( l - d ) 
x + 4 }· 
Gi = l(d,x) | d e [0,л/2- 1], a; e 
G2 = |(d,a;) l d e [ г - 1,1], χ e 
О, 1 + d 
0 ) 4 d ( l d) 
1 + d 
1. Ф^ (d, ж) for (d, a;) G Gi\5Gi. Suppose that Φι(d, ι ) has a local maximum 
in Gi. Write y = 1357. Then 
Φ ι Κ χ ) = y'(l + d)2f(d,y) 
f(d,y) = 4d2log 4d 
í í ( l + á ) 2 + A(d)y
2
 + B(d)y + G(d) 
A(d) = - ( 7 - 1 2 d -12d2 + d4) 
B(d) = -8(1 - 2d - d2) 
C(d) = 4 ( 1 - 2 d d2). 
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In a local maximum (<£*,!*) we have: 
. &#! (<* · , * * ) = 0, 
. ^ Ф і ( а * , г * ) < o . 
Write y' = γζ^ι- W e find t h a t 
(l + 2d-)y'~^1(d*,y')-dt(l+d*)^l(dt,yt)=0. 
Rewrite this to fd-iv") = 0 where 
Ш = A2(d)y2 + A1(d)y + A0(d) 
A2(d) = db - 24d3 - 42d2 + 3d + 14 
i4i(d) = 8(2d3 + 7 d 2 - 3 ) 
A0{d) = 4 ( - d 3 - 4 d 2 + 2). 
Since 
fd{\)<b, /d(l) < 0 and i42(d) > 0 
it follows that j / * < \. 




1 *,(d,x) = y2(2f-4(l+d)-^f + (l + d)2^f^ 
-в/
 + (і + «0'^/ 
Неге 
= у2
 ( l 0 S ( y ( l + d ) a ) { " Ш 2 + Ш + 8 } + ^ Ы 
> y29d(y)-
gd(y) = В г ^ + В г і ^ у + В о ^ ) 
52(d) = 3(d4 + 4d3 + lud2 + 4d - 11) 
B^d) = 3 2 ( - d 2 - 2 d + 2 ) 
B0(d) = 4 ( d 2 + 6 d - 5 ) . 
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Let 
hd : y -» Шу) + 2gd(y) = C2(d)y2 + Ci(d)y + C7o(d) 
where 
C2 (d) = 5d5 + 6d4 - 96d3 - 150d2 + 39d + 4 
Cj (d) = 8(10d3 + 27d2 - 16d + 1) 
Co(d) = 4(-5d 3 - 18d2 + 12d). 
One easily verifies that 
M»)>o (»e[o,J]). 
It follows that 
Therefore, (d*,x*) can never be a maximum. 
2. * } ( d , i ) f o r ( d , i ) e Ä G i . 
(a)d = V2-i , xe [ 0 , ^ ^ ) ] . 
Then Φι(ά,χ) reduces to 
ф
^ - ^ ) = ( г ^ ) 4 а 2 і 0 6 Ж : d) d = \/2 - 1 + d) 
and from this we find 
* ; (yfi - 1, x\ < (12 - 8V^)e" * ( « 0.416...). 
(b)de[o,v^- i ] ,* = i f e û . 
Then Φ ι ^ , ι ) reduces to 
4 d ( l - d ) \ |1 - 2 d - d 2 | 8 d ( l - d) 
-i*1^)- ( 1 + d ) 3 
The R.H.S. attains its maximum in case (1 + d) 4 = 12d, i.e. 
d = d* и 0.141.... Therefore 
1 / 4 d ( l - d ) \ > / . 4 d * ( l - d * ) \ 
*? (d' Ч т т 1 ) ^ *? (d ' ^ T d ^ J Ä 0 · 4 5 5 3 8 · · · 
(с) d e [0, /г - 1], χ = 0. Then Φ'(d, χ) = 0. 
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3. ΦΙ (d) χ ) ^ о г № χ ) ^ ^2 \ 6G2. To find local extremes we put both 
— #2(<i,x)and — *2(d.aj) 
to zero. 
From this we find χ =
 1 + 4^ί_^4 and then 
(d2 - 1) 2(а 6 - 5d4 - 13d2 + 1) = 0. 
However, since we assume that d ζ (y/2 - 1,1), this last equation has no 
roots within this interval. 
Therefore, $2(^,2;) has no local extremes in G2. 
4. *j(d,x) for(d, i ) €<5G2· 
( a ) d = v / 2 - l , x e [ 0 , ^ ^ ] . 
We can easily solve 
— Φ 2 ( ν ^ - 1 , ι ) = 0. 
We find χ = x* Ä 0.427.... Therefore 
1 
Ф|(%/2-1,х) <Ц{У/2- Ι , ί · ) Ä 0.452.. 
( Ь ) а е [ ч / 2 - 1 , 1 ] , х = М ^ . 
Then #2(^,2;) reduces also to 
, , , . _ . . - d ) \ | l - 2 d - d 2 | 8 d ( l - ( i ) 
Ф, -fd,4-^= 
d } (1 + d) 3 
The same argument as in case 2(b) now holds. We find a local max­
imum for d ss 0.706 . . . with value » 0.304.... 
(c) d € [0 ,4 /2- l] ,x = 0. Then * | (d ,x ) = 0. 
4<r(l-rf·) From the foregoing we conclude that |а2І is maximized only if |αι | —
 1 + ( j . 
Note that in this case the previous inequalities become equalities. This imme­
diately shows the sharpness of the result. The fact |аі | = — ^ J . now implies 
that the extremal function is indeed the slit mapping described in the theorem. 
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3.4 Л3(ВЬ(К)) 
Let B y ( R ) С By denote the subclass of By containing those functions whose 






Unfortunately, for larger η we only have the result 
AniBUR)) < Л^ВЬ) < - ^ 
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which follows from Rogosinski's Theorem 1.3. 
In this section we present an estimate for the coefficient Лз(Ву(К)). 
First some preliminaries: 
T h e o r e m 3.4 Let b G (0,1), β € (0,6). Let (и) € C{b, 1]. Then 
jm,n(b,ß)<(J cose(u)du + ß\ - J ucos2e{u)du<jmax{b,ß) 
where 
jmin(b,ß) = ( 6 - l + / 3 ) 2 - ì ( l - ò 2 ) 





 + blogb. 
Here σ denotes the largest root of σ\ο%σ = β — b. All bounds are sharp. 
Proof: 
Given (и), we consider a variation (и) = (и) + e(u), where e(u) € C[b, 1]. 
The amount of variation is: 
ƒ 6(ti)ri(/3,ií)dií+ / €2(и)г2(/3,и)аи (3.2) 
Jb Jb 
+ (f -e(ii)sinö(ii)dw) +0(e3(u)) 
where 
Ti(ß,b) = - 2 Í ƒ cos0(u)dti +ß] sinÖ(w) + usin2ö(tt), 
^(/З.Ь) = cos 2 (и)- f cose{u)du+ß cosö(u). 
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From the first order variation we see that we may assume 
sin0(u) ucose(u)-( cose(u)du+ß) = 0 , (3.3) 
since otherwise, the function (и), for suitable choice of e(u), has better mini­
mizing or maximizing properties. We shall now further assume (3.3). 
1. Maximalization of 
( [ cose(u)du+ß\ - f ucos2e(u)du. (3.4) 
The expression (3.4) will not decrease if we replace cos9(u) by | cosö(u)|. 
Therefore in the maximizing case we may assume сов (и) > 0, (и 6 [b, I]). 
Then from (3.3) it follows that cos0(u) has one of the three following forms 
(see Figure 3.2): 
о b о 
Figure 3.2 
1 о b 1 0 b 
( a ) C a e e l : c o e i ( u ) = ( i *" î M 
{ - if u e [σ, 1] 
/ cosÖ(ii)du = σ — b — aloga 
for some σ € [b, 1] 
Then 
which implies 
σ log σ = β — b. 
It follows that there are at most two possible values for σ. Note that 
if 6 > exp ( f _ 1 ) ι then 
σ log σ > b log b > β — b. 
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Therefore, case 1 can only occur if b < exp ί | · — 1 ), i.e. 
β > b + b log b. Then, if σ denotes the largest root of σ log σ = β — b 
the value corresponding to (3.4) is 
^(cr-bf+aß. 
(b) Case 2: cos0(u) = %, u£ [6,1]. 
Then 




1 + log b 
Since σ < b, this is only possible if b > exp ( ^  — 11. The correspond­
ing value of (3.4) is 
ß2 
1 +logi>' 
(c) Case 3: cos0(u) = 1, и e [b, 1]. 
Consider, again, the variation (3.2). Since we have already assumed 
(3.3), it follows that for small e(u) € C[f>, 1], 
- ( 1 - b + β) [ €2{u)du + f e2{u)udu < 0 
Jb Jb 
i.e. 
J^4u){- l+b~ß + u}du<0. 
However, if we choose e(u) such that all mass of e(u) lies around 
t € (6,1) we find that 
-l + b-ß + t<0 ( i e (δ, !)) . 
Now let ί —» 1 to obtain a contradiction. 
Thus: Case 3 can never be a maximizing case. 
The upper bound now follows. 
2. Minimalization of 
( j cose{u)du + ß) - I ucos2e{u)du. (3.5) 
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Note that under the condition (3.3), we can never have 
pi 
cos9{u)du+ß = 0, 
/ 
unless (и) is constant. From this, it follows that in the minimizing сазе 
cosö(u) < 0. There, again, are three possibilities: 
M Case l : c o s * ( „ ) . { ^ « « M 
(b) Case 2: COS0(K) = =f-, и € [6,1]. 
(c) Case 3: cosÖ(u) = - 1 , u è [6,1]. 
Now note that if we can rearrange COS0(ÍÍ) (with (и) remaining con­
tinuous) such that / cose(u)du does not change, but / и cos2 θ(u)du 
increases, the corresponding cos0(u) can never minimize (3.5) (see Figure 
3.3). 
Figure 3.3 
It follows that cos0(i¿) must be non-increasing. Therefore, case 3 mini-
malizes (3.5). This yields a value 
(Ъ-1+βγ - - ( 1 - & 2 ) . (3.6) 
Let b € (0,1). Define SR(ò) С Η{Δι) by 
S R ( 6 ) = { / e B | / ( 0 ) = 0 , / , ( 0 ) = b , 
ƒ is univalent and has real coefficients}. 
We are interested in the coefficients of functions in SR(i>). Tammi [29] developed 
a method to obtain information about these coefficients by proving an analogue 
of the Loewner differential equation and noting that the subclass of SR(ò) , 
consisting of functions, whose image is a symmetric two-slitted disc, is dense. 
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Theorem 3.5 (Tammi) Let Di be a symmetric two-slitted disc with 0 6 Di. 
Let fot £ Sj^(í») be the map from Δχ to D¡. There exists a family of mappings 
ƒ( , u) (ω € [6,1]) such that for every и € [ò, ! ] , ƒ ( , и) is an element of В and 
such that 
• f satisfies the differential equation 
Ud^f = 1 - 2f со5{ {и)) + f2 ( 3 ' 7 ) 
where θ (и) is a real-valued continuous function. 
• ƒ(*,!) = *. 
• f{z,b) = fDl. 




in(b,l) < A3 --yA2 < /imaa.(6,7) 
where 
2 
Лті»(і,7) = 4;m.„ (δ, J ) + 1 - δ2 - ^ 
Лта«(Ь,7) = 4j
m
« (b, J ) + 1 - 6; -ν
2 
All bounds are sharp. 
Proof: 
From the foregoing theorem it follows that we may restrict ourselves to functions 
in S o (b) generated by some (и) G C[b, 1] and the differential equation (3.7). 
Let φ(ζ) € Sj^(6) be generated by some (и). Substituting 
ф
и
(г) = b(u) (z + A2(u)z2 + A3{u)z3 + · · •) 







и—Ши)А2(и)) = 2Ь2(и)со5 {и) + Ь(и)А2(и) 
au 
u^-(b(u)A3(u)) = Ъ(и)А3(и)-2Ъ3(и) + Ou 
462(u) cos (и)А2(и) + 4 cos2 {и)Ь3(и). 
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With the initial conditions 0(1) — 1,^2(1) = 0, Лз(1) — 0, this leads to 
b(u) = и 
A'2(u) = 2со5 (и) 
A'3(u) = 4cose(u)A2(u)-2u + 4cos2e(u). 
It follows that 
A2 = A2(b) = -2 cose(u)du 
^з=^з(Ь) = - f 4COS0(IÍ) ( - 2 f cos9(u)dt\ du 
- J 4 cos2 e(u)du + / 2udu 
Jb Jb 
- 4 í i cos0(u)dw] - 4 i ucos2e{u)du+l-b2 
= A\-2 j ucos29{u)du. 
Then 
Аз~^А2=4( cose(u)du+ - ] - 4 / ucos2e(u)du + 1 - 6: 2 1 . 
4 
The theorem now follows from Theorem 3.4. 
We now turn to the theorem announced in the beginning of this section. 




,φ{0) = a > 0, 
φ'(0) - αϊ > 0. Then 
1=0 




Лтпт(а) — < 9m,n [a, (YJ^F) 
a < Qi 
α e [αϊ,02] 




maz{a) = max дтах(а,Ь) 
ffm,n(o,b) = Ь ( 1 - а 2 ) ( ( 2 0 - 2 + аЬ)2 + о 2 - 1 ) 
Sm.>(a,b) = Ь ( 1 - а 2 ) ( Л
т а і
( 2 а Ь , о ) + о 2 й 2 ) . 
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Here α ι ( « 0.185 ...) denotes a root of - 3 a 4 - 20a3 + 18a2 + 12a + 3 = 0. 
Q2(« 0.34 .. .) denotes a root of 19a4 + 76a3 + 98a2 - 52a + 3 = 0. 
The lower bound is sharp in case a < Q2 (see Figure 3.4)-
Figure 3.4 
N o t e : The conditions 0(0) > 0, 0'(O) > 0 are not essential: If φ is an element 
of BÛ(R), then so are 
Φ\μ • ζ -» μφ{Χζ), (λ, μ 6 {-1,1})· 
For suitable choices of λ, μ we then have 
Φχμ{0) > 0,Φ'χμ{0) > 0 and а3{ф) = \μα3{φΧμ). 
Numerical evaluation of the previous result yields 
GO 
CoroUary 3.1 Let φ e B^(R), φ{ζ) = ^Γατ,-Λ 0(0) > 0, 0'(O) > 0. Then 
n=0 
-0.2513... < аз < 0.386... 




)ъ -0.2510..., а , ^ ) « 0.315 . . . 
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Proof of Theorem 3.7. 
Consider 
φ(ζ) — ο αϊ ,
 2 о ч 
V» : « - Г ^ - ; = ι J (z + A2Z * ^ 3 2 + • ' ' 
1 - αφ{ζ) 1 - a¿ ч 
where 
аг aai 
Л2 = ^ + 
αϊ 1 — а2 
аз 2аа2 α,α2 
^ з = - + : -r + 
аг ' 1 - а 2 ( 1 - а 2 ) 2 ' 
Then V € SR(6) ,ò = ^ ¿ т and 
аз = ò(l - а 2 ) (А3 - 2аЬА2 + а2Ь2) . 
From Theorem 3.4 it follows that 




(Ь, 2а6) + а 26 2) < аз < Ь(1 - а 2 ) (Лт««(Ь, 2а6) + а262) . (3.8) 
• The lower bound. 
То obtain a lower bound we minimize 
6 ( 1 - a 2 ) ( (26-2-+ a&)2 + 62 - l ) (3.9) 
over 6 e 0. n+â)5 J • 
Since the R.H.S. is a polynomial in 6 of degree 3 its minimum can easily 
be calculated. There are three values to consider, i.e. 
(a) 6 = 0 
(Ь)Ь=п£р 
(с) 6 = 6*(α), where 6*(α) is the largest root of 
3(5 + 4а + а*У - 8(2 + а)Ь + 3 = 0. 
1· Ь-(а) > rgfr. ( l + a ) ' 
This can only occur if 
19a4 + 76a3 + 98a2 - 52a + 3 < 0 
or 
4a 8(2 + a ) 
i.e. 
( 1 + a ) 2 - 6(5 + 4a + a 2 ) 
a è [0.06..., аг] U [0,0.18...] = [0, аг]. 
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We only have to compare the values for 6 = 0 and b = м+°)>• ^ 
follows that if 
3 + 12a + 18a2 - 20a3 - 3a4 < 0, 
i.e. a e [0:1,02]ι then b = ГТ+ р^" minimizes (3.9), otherwise 6 = 0 
minimizes (3.9). 
This can only occur if 
19a4 + 76a3 + 98a2 - 52a + 3 > 0 
and 
4a 8(2 + a) 
( 1 + a ) 2 - 6(5 + 4a + a 2 ) ' 
i.e. a € [02,1]. It is easy to show that for all α the value in ί>*(α) is 
negative. It follows that in this case 6 = b'(a) minimizes (3.9). 
• The upper bound. 
To obtain an upper bound we have to maximize 
6(1 - a 2 ) (fc
r a
„(6, 2a6) + a262) (3.10) 
over 6 € [0, π+")»]· However, since we know the bound we can obtain 
using this method is not sharp, we confine ourselves to note that we should 
compare the values 
max 6 ( 1 - α 2 ) (2σ2 + 2σ6(α - 2) + 1 + б2) (3.11) 
and 
/ α2 б2 \ 
max 6(1 - α2) I - — - — - + 1 - б2 ] (3.12) 
»Φπί^Η«**-
1 ) · 1 ] Vi + log б ; 
where σ denotes the largest root of a\oga = 6 ( | - 1). From Figure 3.5 






Let us consider in which case the lower bound is sharp. 
1. α G [0, αϊ]. 
The lowerbound, 0, is trivially sharp. 
2. α e [αι,Ι] . 
Since V = γΐαώ' ^ 6 e x t r e m a l 'Φ from Theorem 3.7 should omit —a. 
We can recalculate ψ from the differential equation (3.7). We know that 
cosö(ti) = - 1 , и € [b, 1]. Therefore 
rl>{z,l)=z. 
( ΐ + Ψ ) 2 
Thus 
Φ 
( i - V · ) 2 ( і - г ) 2 
It follows that φ omits —a if and only if b — M 1 ° ^ · This is the case if 
α € α ϊ , 0 2 
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Chapter 4 
Polynomial Elements of B* 
4.1 Introduction 
In this chapter we consider polynomial elements of B*. 
For m G N define Ρ*, Р г , Р ^ , Р ^ С В* by 
Ρ * = {ρ g В* I ρ is a polynomial}. 
Р
г
 — {ρ € Ρ* I ρ has all its zeros on Γι}. 
Р ^ = {ρ € В* I ρ is a polynomial of degree exactly m}. 
P^, = {p € Р^, I ρ has all its zeros on Γχ}. 
Note that, if ρ e Р^, \ Р ^ , then for all τ € Γ! the functions 
Л
г
( р ) : ζ -f z— 
lie in Р ^ (see Pólya and Szegö [22], Problem 26, p. 88). 
It is easy to verify that for all η € N U {0} the sequence 
т - > Л
п
( Р ^ ) , m = 71,71 + 1,. . . 
is non-decreasing. In Theorem 4.1 we shall show that P* is a dense subclass of 
B*. Therefore, it follows that the above sequence has limit .4
n
(B*). Note that 
the sequence 
771 -> . 4
n
( P ^ ) , 771 = 71,71 + 1,. . . 
is not a non-decreasing sequence as can be seen from the facts 
Λ(ΛΓ) = \, 
ЛЛРІ) = | . 
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(See Rubinstein [26]). 
For η G N U {0} define 
Л ; ( Р * ) = lim Λ , ί Ρ ^ ) , 
τη—*οο 




(Р') = Л„(Р*) but we shall show that Л ; ( Р Г ) < Л „ ( Р Г ) . 
Furthermore, we shall consider the subclass of PJ consisting of those func­
tions ƒ which have at least one zero on Γι, and have real coefficients. 
4.2 Л ; ( Р Г ) 
T h e o r e m 4.1 The class P * is a dense subclass ofB*. 
Proof: 
From Theorem 1.10 it easily follows that in the class В the polynomial elements 
form a dense subclass. 
Now let ƒ € В*, e > 0, К с Δ ι , К compact. We must show that there exists 
ρ € Ρ * such that 
II/ - p ik < f· 
Let 0 < г < 1 be such that К С Δ
Γ
. Let г < s < 1. For η G N let ρ
η
 be a 
polynomial element of В such that \\f — РпІІд, < -- If η —> oo, p
n
 eventually 
will have no zero in Δ,. (Otherwise, ƒ has a zero in Δ,). 
Let η > - be such that p
n
 has no zero in Δ,. Define 
q, : ζ ->p
n
(sz). 
Then q, G Ρ*. Furthermore 
| | / - Ç . I I A - < sup | / ( 2 ) - f{sz)\ + sup \f(sz) - pn{sz)\ 
zÇK zÇK 
< ( l - 3 ) s u p j / ' ( 2 ) | + ^ < e 
if я —» 1. Now take ρ — q, for some sufficiently large s. 
m 
T h e o r e m 4.2 For η e N U {0}, Л ; ( Р Г ) = ¿A'n{P'). 
The proof requires a lemma: 
Lemma 4.1 (Ankeny-Rivlin) Let ρ G P^,. Then for ζ G Δχ: 
1 + \z\m 
\P(Z)\ < - ^ . 
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Proof of Lemma. 
A well-known theorem of S. Bernstein (see Duren [6], p. 195) states that if ς is 
a polynomial of degree m, \q(z)\ < 1, (г € Δι) then 
\q'(z)\ < m, (z e Д І ) . 
Lax [15] extended this result in case q € P*: 
Then 
\яЫ < ™ 
Since the function 
z^z1-mq'{z) 
is analytic for 1 < \z\ < oo, it follows from the maximum modulus principle 
that 
Ifl'WI < y M r a - 1 ( И > і ) · 
Therefore, for г = гегв,г > 1: 




 — 1 r m 4- 1 
ΐίωι < ΐΐ(β·β)ΐ + — ^ - < — y - . 
Now let q : ζ -> 2 m p(7). Then g € Р ^ . 
Therefore for |z| > 1: 
i.e. for |г| < 1: 
1 + \z\m 
\p(z)\ < i-^-. 
Proof of Theorem 4.2. 
Let pi,p2. · · · € P* be a sequence of polynomials with p m € PJ^, whose τι"1 
coefficient, a
n
, converges to Д*(Р*). 
For m > η and r e Γχ consider g
m T = A T (p m ). Then qmT e P r and its 
n
ih




). It follows that there exists a se­
quence qi,q2,... G P r whose nth coefficient, 6
n
, satisfies lo j > '-^. Moreover, 
degree(9
m
) — τη. Therefore 
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Now suppose qi,q2, • • • G P r with degree(g
m
) — m is a sequence of polyno­
mials with nth coefficient b
n m
, for which 
l imsup6
n m
 = Л * ( Р Г ) . 
m—»oo 
Let 0 < г < 1. Define 
qm(rz) 
Pm '· z "* Τ i · 
- 4- -тт 2 ^ 2r 
Then p
m
 € P*. It follows that 
h rn 
1 A. i.rrn b ^ n l * " )• 
2 + 2 Г 
Let τη —> oo. We find 
2 Л ; ( Р Г ) Г " < Л ; ( Р - ) . 
If г —» 1 we see 
Λ;(ΡΓ) < \к( )· 
From this the theorem follows. 
Ш 
As a corollary we can answer part of a question raised by Saff and Sheil-Small 
[27]: 
Corollary 4.1 
For η = 1,2,3,4: Χ;(Ρ Γ ) = \ 
For η > 4 : Л*
П
(РГ) < ^ у 1 1 < I 
where C(B*) is as defined m section 2.3. 
• 
4.3 A ( P r ) 
In [27], Saff and Sheil-Small give an upperbound for Д* ( P ^ ) : 
Theorem 4.3 (Saff and Sheil-Small) Let m € Ν, 0 < η < τη, 27i / τη. 
Tuen 
А,(РГ) < ^. 
We have equality if and only for ζ —» ^Цр—, |λ| = 1, \μ\ = 1 and η = 0 от 
η = τη. 
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The proof is very elegant, therefore we present it here. It will follow easily 
from the following lemma: 
m 
Lemma 4.2 Let ρ € Р ^ , p(z) = \ J t t j ^ J · Then 
m 
Proof of Lemma. 
Since all the zeros of ρ lie on Γχ, there exists a constant u, \u\ = 1, such that 
the coefficients satisfy 
dk = «ûm-fc, (fc = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . , τη). 
Therefore p(z) = «РЧО+ЧСО^
 w h e r e q . z _> 2 т-і^Щ D e f i n e 
zp'(z) 
w.z^ — — . 
uq(z) 
Then p{z) = ^p-(l + w{z)). Now note that 
• w(z) is analytic in Δι , 
. \q(z)\ = \p,(z)\<f{0Tzer1. 
The first claim follows from the Gauss-Lucas theorem, which states that the 
zeros of p' lie in the convex hull of the set of zeros of ρ (see Marden [18]). 
The second claim follows from the theorem by Lax. (See Lemma 4.1). 
It follows that for ζ e Γχ 
\p(z)\<\\l + w(z)\. 
Since w is analytic, u;(0) = 0, \w(z)\ = 1 for ζ e Γι, 1 + w is subordinate to 
1 + 2 in Δι . Therefore 
T" -, fin 
Σ ω' = è / we,*)i,<» 
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Proof of Theorem 4.3. 
τη 




| . Now, if 2n φ m, it 
fc=0 
follows from the lemma that 
2 |а„ | ' < \ 
which implies | o
n
| < | . 
If | a„ | = ì , then p(z) = < г " + ^ т " with |£| = 1, |μ| = 1. But then p(0) = 0, 
unless η = 0 or η = т. 
m 
N o t e : The missing coefficient problem, the case 2n = m, was later solved by 
Kristiansen [12], as a result of his theorem on trigonometric polynomials with 
only real roots: 
In this case the result ^ „ ( P ^ ) < ^ is also true; The functions 
ζ
^
μ{^±Γ') ' |λ| = 1 · | μ | = 1 
are extremal. 
Remark: From the foregoing we conclude that for all η e N U {0}: 
Д ; ( Р Г ) < л
п
(Рг). 
An easy consequence of the foregoing is the following 
Corollary 4.2 Let m e Ν, f < η < т. Then Л„(Р^) = \. 
Proof: 
τη 
Let ρ e Р ^ , p(z) — ^ O j Z · 7 . Consider 
з=о 
p(z) + Tz2n-mzmpC-) 
Яг-.г^ ¿ - ^ . 
Then qT e P^, for all τ e Γι except for at most one value. Its nth coefficient is 
Qn + T 5 ^ 
2 
This implies that |a„ | < \, thus Л „ ( Р ^ ) < | . 
Let e > 0 and consider p(z) = \ + ( | - e)zn + ez™. Then p{z) € P ^ and 
therefore >1
η
(Ρ„) > | - e (б > 0). The result now follows. 
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Theorem 4.4 Let m G Ν, 1 < η < τη. 
τη 
There exists ρ € U ^ j P * , ρ(ζ) = У^а^г-7 such that 








Moreover 0 € ρ(Δι) . 
Proof: 
Note that Uj^jP* U { ρ is constant , \p(z)\ < 1} is compact. Therefore (see 
Theorem 1.1) the maximum is attained. Prom Rouché's theorem it follows that 
oepiA,). 
4.4 MWJ 
Define SP*m = ¡p G υ ^ Ρ ; | 0 G ρ(Δ.ι)\. Then for 1 < η < m: 
Λ , ( « Ρ ^ ) = Λ , ( Ρ ^ ) . 
Of course, Л о ( Р т ) = 1' ^ u t what can we say about AoiSP^) ? 
T h e o r e m 4.5 А ^ Р г ) = в З· 
Equality is attained by ρ : ζ —> f v ^ l — z)(l + ¿z). 
Proof: 
Let ρ G ¿PJ maximize .4o(<5P5). Then degree(p) = 2. Since 6PI is rotation-
invariant we may assume p(l) = 0. 
Let q : ζ —* z2p{\). Then q{\) = 0, g(a) — 0 for some a G Δι . Furthermore, 
q has leading coefficient С = Λο(δΡΙ). We can write 
q(z) = C(z-a)(z-l) 
where С < 
" max \(z - a)(z - 1)1 ' 
It follows that 
АоібР^) — max^ min 
»eS7N=i К*-<*)(*-1)1 
Note that 
max |(2 - Jie Q)(Z - 1)| < max |(z - a)(z - 1)| (a € Δ7). 
| z | = l | z | = l 
Therefore we may assume α G ( — 1,1). Then, routine calculations yield 
( 2 ( 1 + a ) a >2\/2-3 
m a x | ( z - a ) ( z - l ) | = \ (i+M)*
 < - к _ , | , |=i у г Я α ^ ^ ν ^ J. 
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It follows that the optimal choice for α is α = — ^. Thus 
, ι ^ 1 ^ 3 3 r-
Ы < f ^ - / 3 . 
We have equality for the function as proposed in the theorem. From this the 
theorem follows. 
• 
T h e o r e m 4.6 
lim Л ( * Р ; ) = I-
m—»σο 
Proof: 
Let α € (0,1) and consider 
1 1 / 2 + Q \ 
Then ƒ„ e В ' . Therefore there exists a sequence pi ,P2· · · · € P* which con-
verges to ia. Then Pj(0) converges to /(0) = | (1 + a) , i.e. 
|
Α
( 0 ) | > 1 ( 1 + « ) - * , 
with ¿j —* 0 (j —> oo). Furthermore, for 0 < τ < 1 we have 
min \ρ}(ζ)\ -» min |/(z) | = 1(1 - г) ( ^ - ) • | í |=r |z|=r 2 \ 1 - г а / 
Therefore 
min т | р , ( г ) | < І ( 1 - г ) ( ^ ) ( i - , ο ο ) . 
Let 
e, = min |Pj(2)| = /CjPJ(e,('') | z | = l 
for some /ÌJ,OJ with \KJ\ = 1, OJ € [0, 2π]. Define 
ΡΑ
2)- P}Z 
q} :z l + e} 
where Pj = -ej«_,e 'e'. Then, according to Rouché's Theorem, д; 6 Р ^ , for 
some τη e N. Therefore 
Λ.(^ρ;) > ΐί,(ο)ΐ 
Now let г —* l,j —> со. Then 
Р;(0) 
1 + е, 
№ + <*)-*, 
і - | ( і - 0 ( ^ ) 
U m i n f ^ i ( « P ^ ) > J ( l + a) (α e (0,1)). 
τη—юо ¿ 
Now let α —» 1 to obtain the desired result. 
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4.5 А(<5Рз(Н)) {η = 0,1,2,3) 
Let PJ^R) с PJi, denote the subclass of P ^ containing those functions whose 
coefficients are real. 
Analogously, define ¿P^(R) . We have 
A ^ P ^ R ) ) = An(6P'm) (n = 0 1 l , . . . , m ) 
in case m = 2. Computer experiments suggest that it is also true for m = 3, 
but we can not prove this, neither for m = 3, nor for higher τη. 
3 + 2y/2 
8 
Theorem 4.7 
We have equality for the function 
p:z^^-(z- l)(z - 1 - y/2)(z + 1 + \y/2). 
Proof: 
From Theorem 4.5 we see that if ρ has constant term -4o(<5P3(R)) then the 
function q : ζ —• z3p(\) has three zeros, α ϊ , а з , а з in Δχ, which lie symmetric 
with respect to the real axis, and at least one of them lies on Γι. Furthermore, 
by Theorem 4.3, we may assume that at least one zero lies inside Αχ. 
Note that if ρ is element of ¿P3(R), then so are 
Pi : ζ -* p{—z) and рг = 2 —» - p ( - z ) . 
Therefore there are three cases to consider (see Figure 4.1): 
Figure 4.1 
1. Case 1: αϊ = аг, аз = 1, | α ι | < 1. 
Define Gì = {(01,02,03) € ( Δ ι ) 3 | αϊ = Щ, аз = 1, | α ι | < 1}. 
2. Case 2: αϊ = с^, | α ι | = 1, аз € (0,1). 
Define Gz = {(01,02,03) € (Δ7)3 Ι αϊ = δ ϊ , |αι | = 1, аз e (0,1)}. 
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3. Case 3: 01 ,02 € ( - 1 , 1 ) , Q3 = 1. 
Define G3 = {01 ,02 ,03 e ( Δ 7 ) 3 I 01,02 € ( - 1 , 1 ) , о з = l}· 
We have (analogously to Theorem 4.5) 
Л(*Рз(Н)) = max mm 
(a i ,a j ,<i3)eG 1 UG2UG3 | i | = l ( 2 - Q l ) ( 2 - Q 2 ) ( 2 - Q 3 ) 




1 3 + 2V2 
(2 - о і ) ( г - Q 2 ) ( 2 - о з ) 
1. ( о ь о г . о з ) e G2. 
Write α ϊ = e'*,Q3 = τ, s = coso. Consider t h e points 
• 21 = - 1 
• 22 = 1 
• 23 = г 
• 2 4 = е'<*-'>. 
At these points \(z — Q\){z — 02X2 - 03) ! a t ta ins the values: 
• 4(1 + r ) 2 ( l + a ) 2 
• 4(1 - 7-)2(l - 5) 2 
• 4S
2(l + r 2) 
• 4 Í 2 ( 4 - 3 5 2 ) ( 1 - Í 2 ) . 
From these estimates one easily deduces that 
max |(2 - α ι ) ( 2 - 0 2 ^ 2 - а з ) | 2 > 2. 
M - i 
2. If (01 ,02,03) € G3 then 
max |(2 - Q I ) ( 2 - Q2)(2 - о з ) | > |1 - i | = л/2. 
| i | = l 
We now further investigate the case (01,02,03) € G i . 
Write o i = г е , 9 , о з = l , я = cos(0). Let 2 = e ' * . Then 
|(2 - Qi)(2 - 02X2 - о з ) | 2 = fT,{x) 
ƒ „ ( * ) = ( l - b i ) 2 + ( b o - b 2 ) 2 + 2 i ( b 2 + b i Ò 2 + b o b i - З 6 0 ) 
+2z2(2boò2 + 2bi) + 2x3(4bo) 
with 
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χ = c o s ^ ) 
6ο = -τ · 2 
Òl = Γ 2 + 27-5 
-1 0 "m 1 
Figure 4.2 
We first have to maximize f
r
,(x) over ι e ( —1,1): 
Let x
ra
 be the value of ι for which /,.
я
(я) attains its maximum. 
As suggested by Figure 4.2, we have, in the maximizing case, 
/r.(Xr.) = / r . ( - l ) . 
Let us assume the opposite, i.e. ƒ„( — !) < f
rs
{xTi). 
We find that the maximizing ρ € ¿ P ^ R ) has the following properties: 
• P(I) = O, 
• P{ZQ) = р(г^) = 0 for some ZQ G С, |zo| > 1, z0 £ R, 
• \ÁZ\)\ = ΙΡ(^Γ)Ι = ! f o r s o m e 2 i € Γι, 
. | ρ ( ζ ) | < 1 ( zeÄTVizbzT}) . 
Now let g(z) = b^z + biz2 + Ьг-г3 be such that 6o, Ьі, Ьг € R and 
д(1)=р(1) = 0,
 ? ( г 1 ) = р ( г 1 ) 
(Such a ç exists ! ). For 0 < e < 1 define 3e(z) = p(z) - eg(z). We claim that 
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1 For small б: |І9«(г)||д7 < 1-
2. For small e: g
c
 has all its zeros outside Δι . 
From this a contradiction then follows, since the function 
g t(¿) 
2
 " Ы-ОНдг 
Figure 4.3 
Let 
S = {we С | arg( i t f-p(i i )) < J } . 
For small ¿i we have 
p(USi)ÇS, q{Ufl)ÇS 
and since we may assume 1 £ {/Ä1 we find 
\hq(z)\ < \p(z)\ {zeU6il61sma\\). 
For wi, ^2 € 5 we have 




Define Vi, = {г € Δ ! | I e Us,}. 
A symmetry argument shows that 
І Р ( * ) - М * ) І < І Р ( * ) І (^  e ν«,). 
If ζ e Αι \ (Uf1 U Vi,), then \p{z)\ < с < 1. Therefore if ¿2 is small enough 
\p(z) - 62q(z)\ < 1 ( 2 € Ä 7 \ ( ^ 1 U V i l ) ) . 
The first claim now easily follows. 
Proof of claim 2: 
Let τ = min(|5m 2о|іІго| — 1) > 0. From Rouché's theorem it follows that 





p(\) — eq(l) — 0. Thus we have three, i.e. all zeros outside Δ ι . 
• 
We now further assume /..»(xrj) = /
r j ( —1). 
Write 
Q = 4 r 2 
β = 2rs(l+T2) 
7 = (r 2 + 2rs + l ) 2 . 
From the facts 
/ r . ( - l ) - ƒ, . (»„) 
П*г.) = 0 
we find 
- 7 + 2 a + 3 ^ 
and from this 
-at2 + 7 ( - 4 a 2 - 4a/3 + β2) + 4β2(α + β) = 0 , 
which implies 7 = —4(a + β) or 07 — β2. 
The case 7 = —4(Q + β) implies xTi = -1, which implies that the max­
imum is attained only once. An argument similar to that which implied 




From this we find the necessary condition 
1 + r 2 
8
 (1 + r)2' 
We then see that the corresponding value of f
r
,(xrs) is 
2 { ( l + b 1 ) 2 + (6o+i ' 2 ) 2 } = 4(l + 2r 5 + r 2 ) 2 = ^ 2 ^ y ) . 
Therefore the best choice for г is r — %/2 — 1. 




,) = (4 - 2\/2)4. 
It now follows that 
1 3 + 2\/2 
V 3 V ; y
 (4-2v/2) 2 8 
T h e o r e m 4.8 
We have equality for the function 
/-44/7-29, , / З + ^ 
ρ : ζ -» З (ζ - 1) J Ι ζ Η 
^ 243 V ; ^ 2 
Proof: 
Define Gì, G2 and G3 as in the previous theorem. Following the same reasoning 
as in that theorem we conclude that 
л /cT»*/n\\ · | а і + а 2 + а з | . . 
.4i(£P;(R)) = max m m - —.7 - ..— Γι. (4.1) 
(c4,a2,a3)eGiUG2UG3 |z| = l \(z - cii)(z - a2j{z - аз) | 
1. ( а і , а 2 і а з ) € Gì. Let a i = г е , в , а з = 1, re (0,1),Ö € [0,2π]. 
Then (4.1) becomes 
¡l + 27-cos(0)| 
Рі(г, ) = 
max | e , ^ - l | | e , ' ' , - r e l 9 | | e , , i ' re" 
Ψ 6 [ 0 , 2 Ι Γ ] 
(a) Choose e** = - 1 . Then 
| l + 27-cos(0)| 
Рі(г, )< 
2(r2 +2rcos(0) + l) 
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(b) Choose 6'ψ = i. Then 
Мг, )<
 ι l '
1 + 2 r c o aWl . 
v/2 x / ( l - r 2 ) 2 +47- 2 cos 2 (Ö) 
If 1 + 2rcos(ö) > 0, then the first choice shows p^ r , Ö) < | . 
Otherwise, the second choice shows that 
4 / 2 / ( 1 - τ · 2 ) 2 + 4 2 
2. (а і ,а2,аз) e ^г . 
Let Q! = e'", аз = л r e (0,1), θ e [0,2π]. 
Then (4.1) becomes 
l * ( r , ' ) = , I r + 2 C 0 S W I · (4.2) 
max IJT"1 - 2r cos(ip) + 1 I cos(V') — cos(ö)| 
i^e[o,2ir] 
(a) Suppose r + 2 cos(ö) > 0. 
Then 





 - 2(r + l)(l+cos(fl)) - 4(r + l) - 2' 
(b) Suppose τ + 2cos(Ö) < 0. 
Write χ = cos(V')· The denominator of (4.2), 
2y/r2 -27-1 + 1 |a; - cos(ö)|, 
has two extremes, i.e. 
r2 +rcos(ö) + l 
X i(r,ff) = cos(fl), я:2(г,в) = 
i. Let r > 2 - \/3. 
. 2 , Then for all θ: Γ + ' · " ' ( ' ) + 1 < ι. 
-Зг — 
Therefore 
ι a\s • -7--2cos(0) 
P2{r, ) < mm 
mm 
z=-\,x=x2{r,9) 2\/r2 - 2rx + 1 | i - cos(0)| 
г - 2 cos(ö) -Зг\/3(г + 2 cos(0)) \ 
2(1 + r)(l + cos(9)) ' 2(r2 - 27-cos(Ö) + 1)1 
Note that both expressions are decreasing as function of 
cos(0). Therefore 
р 2 ( г , 0 ) < 3 г ^ 2 ^ ~ ^ (r>2-V3, r + 2cos(Ö)<0). 
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ii. Let г < 2 - у/3. 
Consider c o s ^ ) = 1. Then 
,
 m




 - 2 ( l - r ) ( l - c o s ( e ) ) - 4 ( Ï T 7 ) ^ — § — · 
3. (а і ,а2,аз) € G3. 
Let Qi = r, Q2 = я, аз = 1, — 1 < г < s < 1. 
Then (4.1) becomes 
l l + r + e| 
Рз^ .я) = 
max U ' * - l i l e * * - r i l e * * - * Г 
^£[0 ,2^ ] 
(a) Suppose 1 + r + s < - \ . Choose e"1' = i. 
Then 
( l + r + л)» 
Рз(г,*) < ' 2(l + 7- 2 ) ( l+s 2 ) 
- V 2 ( f | ) < 2 · 
(b) Suppose -\<l + r + s<0. 
Since 
max l e ' * - l i l e * * - r i l e * * - e l > 1 
t/.e[o,2ir] 
it follows that 
Pi(r,s) < -. 
(c) Suppose 1 + г + s > 0. Choose e'* = - 1 . Then 
Р з ( Г
'
5 )
- 2 ( 1 + 7 - ) ( 1 + , ) · 
i. If τ·« > 0, then 
1 + r + i 1 
2(l + r)(l + *) - 2 
ii. If г > л/З - 2, then 
1 + r + í 2 + 7· З + у ^ 
2(l+7-)(l + s) - 4 ( 1 + г ) - 8 
iii. г < і/З — 2, s > 0. We shall show that for fixed 7·, the choice 
s — 1 is optimal. 
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Fix г. Rewrite рз(г, s) to 
l + r + s 
max y/f Ax) 
• € [ - i . i l v 
where 
ƒ.(*) = Сз{з)х3 + C 2 ( s ) i 2 + Ci(«)i + C7o(s) 
Сз(в) = - 8 Г І 
C 2 ( Í ) = 4r(l + í2) + 4A(l + 7-2) + 8rí 
d i « ) = - 2 ( l + r2)( l + í 2 ) - 4 r ( l + a 2 ) - 4 í ( l + r 2 ) 
Co(*) = 2(1 + 7·2)(1 + 52). 
The maximum of f,(x) can only be attained in two points, i.e. χ — — 1 or 
, ν -Ci(a) - y/C¡{s) - ЗС 1 (<)Сз( < ) 
x
 = * < · ) = бс^) · 
Неге х(з) is the smallest root of 
g,(x) = ЗС3М1 2 + 2 C 2 ( Í ) I + Ci(s). 
Some calculations shows that 
• ff.(-l) = - 2 ( ( i 2 + 6 s + l ) ( r 2 + 6 r + l ) - 1 6 r e ) > _ 2 ( r 2 + 6 r + l) > 0, 
• S.(0) = -2((1 + i2)( l + r2) + 2з{1 + г2)) < 0. 
Therefore, x(s) € [-1,0]. 
Since we want to show that } + * + ' is maximal in case 5 = 1, it suffices 
y/f.(*(·)) 
to show that 
« · 2 / . ( * ( - ) ) - ( И - г +
 в
) ^ (ƒ.(!(·))) > 0 
« . 2[Сз(з)і3(з) + C2{s)x2(s) + С1{з)х + С0(з)] 
- ( 1 + г + з)[С'3(з)х3(з) + С^з)х2(з) + С[[з)х + С*0(«)] 
- ( 1 + г + «)« ,(*)9.(*(·)) > О-
Note that 3,(1(5)) = 0. Rewrite the R.H.S. of the previous expression to 
{3 - 1 - r) | -8 rx 3 ( i ) + 4i 2 (5)( l + r ) 2 - 4(1 + r 2)x(5) | + 
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+(2 - 25(1 + τ·)) \4rx2{s) - 2(1 + т)гх{&) + 2(1 + г 2 ) | 
i.e. 
\-{s - 1 - T)2X{S) + 2 - 2«(1 + τ·)] • / 1 + г
2
М 
bT{x{S) - 1) [x(s) - - ^ J 
Since we know that —1 < x{s) < 0 one easily deduces that this last 
expression is positive. Therefore, our claim is proved. 
So, in case г < \/3 - 2, s > 0, the best choice for a is s = 1, in which case 
(4.1) becomes 
From the foregoing we now conclude that 
Лі(<5Рз(Н-)) < max I — - — , max Зг%/3; 
8 '
r
>2-y-3 2(1 + r ) 3 ) 
It follows, by considering the optimal choice τ = 3 - \/7, that 
* ( i p ; ( R ) ) = ^ ^ ^ з · 
From Theorems 4.7, 4.8 and Corollary 4.2 we now conclude that 
3 + 2%/2 
. 4 O ( Í P ; ( R ) ) 8 
Л 2(ЙРз(К)) = i 
^ ( Α Ρ ; ( Κ ) ) = \. 
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In dit proefschrift worden verscheidene problemen betreffende de Taylor coëffi-
ciënten van functies, analytisch in de eenheidsschijf, bekeken. Een van de be-
langrijke onderwerpen in de complexe functietheorie (van één variabele) is het 
bepalen van bovenbegrenzen voor de coëfficiënten van functies uit een gegeven 
klasse. Een beroemd voorbeeld hiervan is het vermoeden van Bieberbach, op-
gesteld in 1916, waarin wordt beweerd dat de Taylor coëfficiënten van iedere 
functie uit de klasse S voldoen aan de ongelijkheid |an | < n. In dit proefschrift 
wordt gekeken naar verscheidene klassen van functies die zowel begrensd zijn 
als een (vooraf gegeven) waarde ontwijken. 
Indien bekend is dat in een klasse W alle elementen uniform begrensd zijn, 
dat betekent dat er een M > 0 is zodanig dat \f{z)\ < Μ (ζ g Δχ, ƒ € W), 
dan geldt voor de coëfficiënten van iedere functie ƒ G W: \an\ < M. 
Indien van de functies in de klasse W verder niets geëist wordt, volgt meteen 
dat de zojuist gegeven bovengrens scherp is, dat betekent dat er een functie 
ƒ € W (namelijk ƒ : ζ —> Mzn) bestaat waarvoor gelijkheid geldt. De vraag 
dringt zich dan al snel op wat er gebeurt indien we andere beperkingen aan W 
opleggen. 
De klasse B* is gedefinieerd door 
В ' = { / е Я ( д 1 ) | о < | / | < і } . 
De extra beperking hier is dus dat ƒ e B* geen nulpunten heeft. Het probleem 
van het vinden van scherpe bovengrenzen voor de coëfficiënten lijkt niet eenvou-
dig. Krzyz uitte het vermoeden dat |an | < - (n 6 N). In dit proefschrift wordt 
dit vermoeden bewezen voor de eerste vier coëfficiënten. Verder worden er nog 
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S T E L L I N G E N 
behorende bij het proefschrift 
Coefficient estimates for bounded nonvanishiiig /unctions 
van R.J.P.M. Ermers 
1. Zij H een Hilbertruimte, Вн de eenheidsbol van H, en laat К С £{H) 
gedefinieerd zijn door: 
Τ e К ·& Voor iedere partiële isometric J e C(H) met beginruimte RT 
waarvoor J(T(BH)) с T ( B H ) geldt: J(T{BH)) = T{BH). 
Dan geldt: 
Τ € К Ф> Г* € А". 
(R. Ermers, Яе< fteeíd tmn een compacte operator (doctoraalscriptie 1984)) 
2. Zij η e N, ri > Г2 > • · • > r
n
, si > 82 > ••· > a„, rt, st € N; de r, 
zijn de rijsommen en de я, de kolomsommen van een (0,1) matrix. Zij 
Τ = (tttj ) de bijbehorende structuurmatrix waar 
t*,] =^-3 + ^2тк-^2з1, ij = 0, l , . . . , n 
en T* de matrix waarvoor geldt: £ !
η + 1 Γ*£?^ + 1 = Τ, met Εη+ι de 




1 1 0 
Vi ι ... 1 J 
Veronderstel dat Rang Τ* — 3. Dan zijn de drie van nul verschillende 
eigenwaarden van Γ* reëel. 
(R. Ermers and B. Polman, On the eigenvalues of the structure matrix of 
matrices of zeros and ones. Linear Algebra and its Applications 95(1987), 
17-41) 
3. Met dezelfde notatie als in stelling 2, veronderstel dat Rang Τ = 2. 
Laat Λχ en Λ2 de twee eigenwaarden van Τ ongelijk nul zijn. Dan geldt 
п<\иЬг< ^ η 3 + ^ η 2 + ^ 7 ΐ + ^ ^ ( η - Ι - 1 ) 2 η ( 4 η 3 - 8 η 2 - 1 1 η + 24). 
en gelijkheid is mogelijk. 
(R. Ermers and В. Polman, On the eigenvalues of the structure matrix of 
matrices of zeros and ones, Linear Algebra and its Applications 95(1987), 
17-41) 
4. Voor iedere η G N bestaat er een functie ƒ„ n B, ƒ „ ( ; ) — y ^ a J c - ' met 
j - O 
de volgende eigenschappen: 
• KI > ι - t 
• sup 
n i 
5. Zij M de klasse van functies ƒ, meromorf en univalent in Δ ι , genormeerd 
door /(0) - 0 , / ' ( 0 ) = 1; 
Zij S de subklasse van M bestaande uit die functies, die de waarde то 
ontwijken. 
Voor ƒ С M zij [ƒ -r lg e M | g ^ J 1 ^ , u- > C* v {0} j . Dan geldt: 
Voor iedere ƒ С M is er een h t [ƒ] f S zodanig dat 
σο 
M c ) " ^ а т . г яг, ' 1,|«¿! 1-
n - l 
6. Met dezelfde notatie als in stelling 5: 
Voor iedere ƒ t. M en iedere λ- ι N , is er een h ^ I ƒ ! ι S zodanig dat 
Λ(;) - ¿ η , , - " , Ια*) 1. 
7. Het programmeren van een omvangrijke én bngvrije computerapplicatie 
is even moeilijk als het schrijven van een foutloos proefschrift (Cf.l: Su-
peras . Uitgever: Eiland Software; Cf.2: StFinder. Uitgever: Commedia 
Amsterdam). 
8. Het is wijzer er op te wijzen dat de wijze waarop men met behulp van 
Pascal wijzers onderwijst, je niet veel wijzer maakt . 
9. Een verwijzing naar het proefschrift getiteld Differences and Similarities 
in the Use of the First Person Singular by English and American Hu-
morous Writers between 1850 and 1950 kwam eerder dan de auteur ver-
wachtte. 


